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(57) ABSTRACT 

In a low power consumption mode in which prior data is 
retained upon power shutdown, the return speed thereof is 
increased. While use of an existent data retaining flip-flop 
may be considered, this is not preferred since it increases 
area overhead Such as enlargement of the size of a cell. A 
power line for data retention for power shutdown is formed 
with wirings finer than a usual main power line. Preferably, 
power lines for a data retention circuit are considered as 
signal lines and wired by automatic placing and mounting. 
For this purpose, terminals for the power line for data 
retention are previously designed by providing the terminals 
therefor for the cell in the same manner as in the existent 
signal lines. Additional layout for power lines is no longer 
necessary for the cell, which enables a decrease in the area 
and design by an existent placing and routing tool. 
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SEMCONDUCTOR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
DEVICE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. applica 
tion Ser. No. 10/921,854, filed Aug. 20, 2004; the entire 
contents of which is incorporated herein by reference. 

CLAIM FOR PRIORITY 

0002 The present application claims priority from Japa 
nese application.JP 2003-384237 filed on Nov. 13, 2003, and 
Japanese application.JP 2004-185475 filed on Jun. 23, 2004, 
the contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference 
into this application. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0003. The present invention concerns a semiconductor 
integrated circuit device which is particularly useful when 
applied to system LSIs or micro processors. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0004. In system LSIs used for a gizmo (personal digital 
assistant (PDA), hand-held device) typically represented by 
mobile telephones, there has been an increasing demand for 
long time operation by a battery of restricted capacity. 
Particularly, in a mobile telephone, it is extremely important 
to reduce the power consumption during a long waiting time 
(a state in which the power Source is turned on, but pro 
cessing under high load is not conducted) in order to satisfy 
the requirement for long time operation. One of the methods 
includes stopping all clocks of the system LSI in the standby 
mode (referred to as a software standby state which is called 
a standby mode with gating of the system clock distribu 
tion). In the software standby state, since clocks in the 
system LSI are stopped upon entering the standby mode, the 
consumption of current by the circuit operation in the system 
LSI is reduced to substantially zero. Accordingly, the 
standby current in the standby mode consists only of the 
consumption of current due to leakage current. 
0005. However, in a case of using an insulated gate type 
field effect transistor using a modern fine process (in the 
present application, the insulated gate type field effect tran 
sistor is referred to as a MISFET), various kinds of leakage 
current are extremely large, being typically represented by a 
subthreshold leakage current caused by lowering of the 
threshold voltage of transistors in accordance with the 
Voltage lowering of the power Voltage or gate tunneling 
leakage current caused by reduction of the thickness of the 
gate insulation film in a MISFET. Since the standby current 
consumes power, a long waiting time cannot be attained. 
0006 With the situations described above, a method for 
effecting shut down of the power for the system LSI during 
the standby mode (referred to as the U-standby mode) has 
been proposed by T. Yamada, et al., “A 133 MHz 170 mW 
10 LA Standby Application Processor for 3G Cellular 
Phones”. ISSCC 2002, February, pp. 370-371 (Non-patent 
Document 1). In the U-standby mode, the supply of power 
is shut down except for circuits of a minimal number 
required for returning when it enters into the waiting state. 
As a result, not only the consumption of current by the 
circuit operation, but also the consumption of current due to 
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leakage current are reduced substantially to Zero, and the 
standby current can be reduced to substantially zero. 
0007. Then, when both of them are compared in view of 
the returning time from the standby mode, they are as 
described below. At first, in the software standby state, since 
the internal status of the system LSI (Such as a register 
value) can be retained also in the standby mode, it is possible 
to return from the standby mode by interruption. Accord 
ingly, the time required for returning is about equal to the 
time necessary for restarting the clocks, and so it can be 
returned at high speed. On the contrary, in the U-standby 
mode, since the internal status of the system LSI is destroyed 
by the power shutdown, it cannot be returned from the 
standby mode only by interruption, and so resetting is 
necessary for the return to operation. The resetting includes 
booting of the software necessary for the initialization and 
operation of the system LSI and needs a long time. Since 
Software booting needs a number of instructions to be 
conducted, the processing time is particularly long. In a the 
case of returning from the U-standby mode, the interruption 
is not conducted for the interruption request as it is, but 
resetting is first applied and then processing corresponding 
to the interruption request is conducted after booting of the 
software. 

0008 Further, as disclosed in S. Mutoh, et al., “A 1V 
Multi-Threshold Voltage CMOS DSP with an Efficient 
Power Management Technique for Mobile Phone Applica 
tion, ISSCC 1996, February, pp. 168-169 (Non-patent Docu 
ment 2), and V. Zyuban, et al., "Low Power Integrates 
Scan-Retention Mechanism', ISLPED 2002, August, pp. 
98-102 (Non-patent Document 3), it has been proposed to 
Supply power to a portion of the data retention circuits in the 
circuit block under power shutdown in the standby mode to 
retain the data also in the standby mode. Specifically, a latch 
circuit Supplied with power even in a standby mode is 
disposed to the flip-flop in the circuit block and it operates 
to retain the internal data also during power shutdown by the 
latch circuit, thereby enabling a return to the original state at 
high speed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009. The present inventors have studied the data reten 
tion circuits as described above and have found that they 
involve the following considerations. FIG. 2 shows the 
circuit arrangement of a flip-flop with data retention in a 
power down mode as disclosed in Non-patent Document 3. 
This circuit has a constitution in which power for the main 
latch part (master latch) is shut down during the standby 
mode, and data is retained during the standby mode by the 
Sub-latch part (scan/retention latch) which is usually Sup 
plied with power. The power supply for the main latch part 
and combinational circuits connected therewith is connected 
by way of a power switch to an unillustrated virtual power 
line, and it shows the necessity for a virtual power line 
directly connected with the main latch part and combina 
tional circuits connected therewith in addition to the power 
line (VDD, GND). Accordingly, it has been found that for 
the layout of the circuit constitution shown in FIG.3, at least 
three power lines, i.e., VDD. VSS, and a virtual power line 
are necessary (in a case of providing a power Switch on one 
side of VDD or VSS), and at least three power lines have to 
be laid out for one cell. 

0010 This is attributable to the fact that a general system 
LSI is laid out by arranging standard cells (hereinafter 
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simply referred to as cells) by automatic placing and routing 
using CAD. FIG. 3 is a view showing a layout for an 
integrated circuit constituted by placing the cells. However, 
only the cells and the main power lines are illustrated, with 
signal wirings, etc. being omitted. The cells are represented 
by rectangles 301 and 302. Each cell is mounted with 
circuits for attaining basic logic, such inverters, NANDs or 
the like. A desired logic circuit is obtained by laying out the 
cells and wiring them to each other. While the scale of the 
circuits is different depending on the basic logic attained by 
the cells, it is typical to align the cell height (direction y) and 
vary the cell width (direction x) in accordance with the 
circuit. This is attributable to conducting the layout for main 
power lines in a mesh-like form. That is, since power lines 
303a to 303g extending in the direction X are placed in the 
first metal layer Substantially at an equal distance relative to 
each other to Supply power necessary for circuit operation, 
the layout for the main power lines and the layout for the 
cells are aligned. 
0011 Under the design environment for the layout, even 
when only a portion of the cells require wirings both for the 
power line and the virtual power line (flip-flop), such power 
lines and virtual power lines have to be wired also for other 
cells not requiring data retention during power shutdown 
(for example, an inverter, NAND circuit, etc.). Accordingly, 
if a power line identical with the virtual power line is further 
laid out relative to the first metal layer, the cell height will 
be increased and the effect on the entire layout is no longer 
negligible. On the other hand, if it is intended to further 
layout the main power line while fixing the height of the cell 
as it is by utilizing the wiring channel for signal lines, there 
may be a worry that the degree of freedom for the signal line 
is extremely restricted. 
0012. As described above, no consideration has been 
given to the layout for retaining data in flip-flop cells that are 
distributed and placed as described above also during power 
shutdown and for Suppressing the overhead of the circuit 
area under the existent design environment for layout. 
0013 In accordance with the present invention, notice 
has been taken of the fact on that the data retention circuit 
for retaining data during power shutdown requires no Such 
large current Supply performance as required for normal 
operation, and it has been determined to supply an operation 
Voltage by a power line that is Smaller in size than the usual 
main power line. Preferably, the power line for the data 
retention circuit is considered as a signal line and is wired 
upon placing and routing by using CAD. This is adaptable 
for the CAD-assisted design environment for a layout. In 
this case, the power terminals for the data retention circuit 
are previously disposed to the cell in the same manner as for 
the usual signal line terminals. This no longer requires an 
additional layout for the power lines in the cell to enable area 
saving and, in addition, design by existent placing and 
routing tools is enabled. 
0014. The returning time from the power shutdown can 
be shortened drastically, and, therefor, the overhead to the 
circuit area can be decreased. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.015 FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an example of a 
layout for power lines in accordance with the present 
invention; 
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0016 FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram which shows an 
example of a flip-flop for data retention; 
0017 FIG. 3 is a diagram which shows an example of a 
semiconductor integrated circuit formed by laying out stan 
dard cells; 
0018 FIG. 4 is a diagram showing another example of a 
layout for power lines in accordance with the present 
invention; 
0019 FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a further example of 
a layout for power lines in accordance with the present 
invention; 
0020 FIG. 6 is a schematic circuit diagram showing 
wirings in which the invention is applied to a case of power 
shutdown on the ground side; 
0021 FIG. 7A is a schematic circuit diagram showing 
wirings in which the invention is applied to a case of power 
shutdown on the high Voltage side; 
0022 FIG. 7B is a schematic diagram which shows an 
example of a circuit constituting a power switch SW1 by a 
Voltage regulator; 

0023 FIG. 8 is a schematic circuit diagram showing 
wirings in which the invention is applied to a case of power 
shutdown both on the ground side and the high Voltage side; 
0024 FIG. 9A is a diagram showing the symbols for the 
cell of a nonvolatile flip-flop in accordance with the inven 
tion; 
0025 FIG.9B is a diagram showing the symbols for the 
cell of a nonvolatile flip-flop in accordance with the inven 
tion; 
0026 FIG. 9C is a diagram showing the symbols for the 
cell of a nonvolatile flip-flop in accordance with the inven 
tion; 
0027 FIG. 9D is a diagram showing the symbols for the 
cell of a nonvolatile flip-flop in accordance with the inven 
tion; 
0028 FIG. 10 is a schematic circuit diagram showing an 
example of a master-slave latch; 
0029 FIG. 11 is a schematic circuit diagram showing a 
nonvolatile flip-flop (master-slave latch) in accordance with 
the invention; 

0030 FIG. 12 is an operation waveform chart of the 
circuit shown in FIG. 11; 

0031 FIG. 13 is a schematic circuit diagram showing 
another example of a nonvolatile flip-flop (master-slave 
latch) in accordance with the invention; 
0032 FIG. 14 is an operation waveform chart of the 
circuit shown in FIG. 13; 

0033 FIG. 15 is a schematic circuit diagram which 
shows a nonvolatile flip-flop (master-slave latch with scan 
function) in accordance with the invention; 
0034 FIG. 16 is an operation waveform chart of the 
circuit shown in FIG. 15: 

0035 FIG. 17 is a schematic circuit diagram showing an 
example of a pulse latch; 
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0.036 FIG. 18A is a schematic circuit diagram which 
shows a nonvolatile flip-flop (pulse latch) in accordance 
with the invention; 

0037 FIG. 18B is a schematic circuit diagram which 
shows a nonvolatile flip-flop (pulse latch) in accordance 
with the invention; 

0038 FIG. 19 is an operation waveform chart of the 
circuit shown in FIG. 18A: 

0.039 FIG. 20 is a schematic circuit diagram which 
shows a modified embodiment in a case of providing the 
scan function to the circuit in FIG. 18A or FIG. 18B; 

0040 FIG. 21 is a schematic circuit diagram which 
shows another example of a nonvolatile flip-flop (sense 
amplifier based flip-flop) in accordance with the invention; 

0041 FIG. 22 is an operation waveform chart of the 
circuit shown in FIG. 21; 

0.042 FIG. 23A is a diagram showing power connection 
control for a data retention storage element circuit of a 
nonvolatile flip-flop; 

0.043 FIG. 23B is a diagram showing power connection 
control for a data retention storage element circuit of a 
nonvolatile flip-flop; 

0044 FIG. 24 is a schematic circuit diagram which 
shows a modified example of a pulse generator of the pulse 
latch shown in FIG. 18A and FIG. 18B; 

0045 FIG. 25A is a schematic circuit diagram showing 
an example of the method of generation of a power line 
signal for data retention VSS SIG; 

0046 FIG. 25B is a schematic circuit diagram showing 
an example of the method of generation of a power line 
signal for data retention VSS SIG; 

0047 FIG. 25C is a schematic circuit diagram showing 
an example of the method of generation of a power line 
signal for data retention VSS SIG; 

0.048 FIG. 26 is an operation waveform chart showing a 
case where the control method for generation of a power line 
signal for data retention VSS SIG in FIG. 25 is applied to 
the nonvolatile flip-flop shown in FIG. 11; 

0049 FIG. 27 is a schematic circuit diagram showing a 
circuit constituting the nonvolatile flip-flop in FIG. 11 by 
using plural kinds of MISFET: 

0050 FIG. 28A is a schematic circuit diagram showing 
a modified embodiment of a nonvolatile flip-flop for improv 
ing the noise immunity; 

0051 FIG. 28B is a schematic circuit diagram showing 
a modified embodiment of a nonvolatile flip-flop for improv 
ing the noise immunity; 

0.052 FIG. 28C is a schematic circuit diagram showing 
a modified embodiment of a nonvolatile flip-flop for improv 
ing the noise immunity; 

0053 FIG. 28D is a schematic circuit diagram showing 
a modified embodiment of a nonvolatile flip-flop for improv 
ing the noise immunity; 
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0054 FIG. 29 is a diagram which shows an example of 
element layout for a nonvolatile flip-flop in accordance with 
the invention; 
0.055 FIG. 30A is a cross sectional view of a normal 
inverter as shown in FIG. 29; 
0056 FIG. 30B is a cross sectional view of a normal 
inverter as shown in FIG. 29; 
0057 FIG.31A is a cross sectional view of a nonvolatile 
inverter as shown in FIG. 29; 
0.058 FIG.31B is a cross sectional view of a nonvolatile 
inverter as shown in FIG. 29; 

0059) 
0060 FIG.33 is a diagram showing the chip constitution 
of an integrated circuit using the invention; 
0061 FIG. 34 is a comparison table for low current 
consumption modes; 

FIG. 32 is a layout diagram for a first region AE1; 

0062 FIG. 35 is a diagram showing transition of state 
between types of modes: 
0063 FIG. 36 is a block diagram showing an example of 
a control circuit in the standby mode STBYC; 
0064 FIG. 37 is a timing chart for a transition sequence 
transiting from a normal operation mode to a second standby 
mode; 

0065 FIG. 38 is a timing chart for a return sequence 
returning from the second standby mode to the normal 
operation mode; 
0066 FIG. 39 is a schematic circuit diagram which 
shows a nonvolatile flip-flop (master-slave latch) in accor 
dance with the invention; 

0067 FIG. 40 is an operation waveform chart of the 
circuit shown in FIG. 39: 

0068 FIG. 41 is a schematic circuit diagram which 
shows a nonvolatile flip-flop (master-slave latch) in accor 
dance with the invention; and 

0069 FIG. 42 is an operation waveform chart of the 
circuit shown in FIG. 41. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0070 FIG. 1 shows an embodiment of a layout image of 
chip wirings in accordance with the present invention. The 
drawing shows an example in which usual main power lines, 
that is, power lines VDD (for example, at 1.2 V) and virtual 
power lines VSSM (OV), and a power line for data retention 
VSS SIG (OV) for a nonvolatile flip-flop NVFF (hereinafter 
referred to nonvolatile FF) are wired. In this example, since 
it is assumed that the power line on the ground side (low 
potential side) is placed under shut down control during a 
standby mode, the power line on the low potential side 
constitutes the virtual power line VSSM. In the placing and 
routing tool, the virtual power line VSSM is considered as 
a substantial ground line of the cells. As illustrated in the 
drawing, the power line VSS SIG is connected with termi 
nals of the nonvolatile FF NVFF dispersed in a circuit block 
by the placing and routing tool by using CAD by way of an 
optional route and by using optional wiring layers. 
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0071. By wiring the power line VSS SIG as described 
above, since a layout can be produced by placing and routing 
by using CAD while replacing existent flip-flop cells with 
nonvolatile FF cells without changing the layout dimension 
of each of the functional circuits (cells), such as inverter 
circuits or NAND circuits, the design can be facilitated. 
0072 Now, the wiring widths in a predetermined wiring 
layer (first metal layer M1 in the drawing) will be compared. 
Assuming that the wiring width for the main power line is 
W1, the wiring width for the power line for data retention 
VSS SIG is W2, and the wiring width for a signal line not 
illustrated (wiring connected with the input/output terminal 
of the cell) is W3, a relation: W1>W2=W3 is established. 
Taking the process Scattering for the wiring width into 
consideration, a relation; (W1-W2)>(W3-W2) is estab 
lished. 

0073 FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 show other examples of the 
wiring layout. The degree of freedom of the wire connection 
in this example is less than that of the example in FIG. 1, but 
it has an advantage in that layout can be carried out simply 
in a case where the wiring channel has a margin. It has a 
feature in the layout of Suppressing the area overhead by 
additional wirings by decreasing the wiring width for the 
power line for data retention VSS SIG to less than that of 
the main power line, while taking notice of the fact that the 
current Supply performance of the power line for data 
retention VSS SIG may be smaller than that of the main 
power line. In FIG. 4, the power line for data retention 
VSS SIG, having a narrower wiring width compared with 
that of the main power line, is arranged in parallel in a layer 
identical with the main power line. This sometimes requires 
increasing the height of the cell. On the other hand, in FIG. 
5, the power line for data retention VSS SIG of a narrower 
wiring width compared with that of the main power line, is 
arranged in the layer below the main power line M1 (for 
example, metal 0 layer M0). This may save the consumption 
of the wiring channel and needs no increase for the cell 
height. Accordingly, the layout in FIG. 5 can be more 
compact than the layout in FIG. 4. However, since the 
material for the metal is often different in layer MO gener 
ally, the resistance of the wiring may possibly be increased. 
The wiring form of the type shown in FIG. 5 is the result of 
a known wiring method in a so-called Substrate bias control 
of controlling the substrate electrode for the circuit inde 
pendently of the power line. Also, in this case, assuming the 
wiring width of the main power line is W1, the wiring width 
for the power line for data retention VSS SIG is W2, and the 
wiring width of the not illustrated signal line is W3, a 
relation; (W1-W2)>(W3-W3) is established. 
0074 The reason why the power line for data retention of 
a nonvolatile FF NVFF can be wired by a method different 
from that of the existent main power line will be described 
more specifically. Generally, it is necessary that the resis 
tance of the main power line should be lowered in order to 
maintain the speed of a MISFET constituting a functional 
block. For this purpose, the main power lines are wired in a 
mesh, as shown in FIG. 3. However, since it may suffice that 
the power supplied during the power shutdown state of the 
nonvolatile FF NVFF may be such that the leakage current 
during the standby mode can be Supplied, an increase in the 
resistance of the wiring gives no significant problem. For 
example, assuming that the size of a MISFET necessary for 
retaining data of one nonvolatile FF NVFF during standby 
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mode is 1 um by the gate width and that the gate Voltage for 
flowing 1 nA per unit width (1 um) at a normal temperature 
(25° C.) of constituting MISFET is 0.15 V, the leakage 
current during the standby mode per one nonvolatile FF 
NVFF is about 30 p.A. Assuming that the rate of the flip-flops 
in a chip is about 4000 N/mm and considering a chip of 7 
mmx7 mm in size, the total number of the all nonvolatile FF 
NVFF is 196,000, and the leakage current is about 6 LA. 
Even when it is assumed that the number is larger by a factor 
of 1.5 considering the scattering in the manufacture (thresh 
old value variation: 100 mV) and high temperature (45° C.), 
the leakage current is about 180 LA. Since the current only 
at Such a level is necessary, the power line for data retention 
during power shutdown for a nonvolatile FF NVFF does not 
need the use of a general main power line structure. 
0075 However, at a high temperature, such as 80° C. 
since the DC current increases, there may be a worry of 
electro-migration for fine wirings. Also, in Such a case, since 
the current necessary for individual cells is still small, this 
can be coped with by enlargement of the wiring width for 
wiring at the base for branching on the side of the controlled 
circuit in the standby mode STBYC through which a great 
amount of current flows, or by increasing the number of 
through holes at the portion. In the layout shown in FIG. 5, 
it can be coped with by increasing the width of the power 
line existing in the longitudinal direction. 
0076 Now, connection between each of the circuit ele 
ments will be described. FIG. 6 shows an example of power 
shut-down from the ground side during the standby mode 
corresponding to the layout in FIG. 1, and this is a circuit 
diagram also including the control system therefor. It shows 
a functional block AE1 put under power shut-down control 
during the standby mode, a power switching circuit SW1 for 
controlling the power supply to the function block AE1 and 
a control circuit in standby mode STBYC for controlling the 
nonvolatile FF NVFF and the power switching circuit SW1 
of the function block AE1. As will be described later in 
conjunction with FIG. 32, a central processing unit CPU 
(hereinafter referred to simply as a CPU), a digital signal 
processor (hereinafter referred to simply as a DSP) and 
embedded circuit modules, such as an MPEG accelerator, 
are integrated, for example, in the function block AE1. 
Power is normally supplied to the control circuit in the 
standby mode STBYC, and the power is supplied continu 
ously unless the power is shut down from the outside of the 
chip. The function block AE1 has a feature in that logic 
circuits are integrated and the nonvolatile FF NVFF of the 
invention is used for the flip-flop thereof. In a case where the 
function block AE1 is placed under power shut-down con 
trol, the control circuit in the standby mode STBYC con 
ducts shutdown control for the power switching circuit SW1 
by a control signal SW1-C and controls the nonvolatile FF 
NVFF by an NVFF control signal group NVCTL. Further, 
the power line for data retention VSS SIG during power 
shut-down for the nonvolatile FF NVFF is also supplied 
with power from the control circuit in the standby mode 
STBYC and is connected by way of an optional route to the 
nonvolatile FF NVFF in the function block AE1. The 
connection may be in the form of a daisy chain, or it may be 
connected in a tree type. It may also be wired freely using 
a placing and routing method by placing and routing using 
CAD. In FIG. 6, the circuit is drawn such that the power line 
for data retention VSS SIG is connected from one terminal 
of the control circuit in, standby mode STBYC to all of the 
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nonvolatile FF NVFF, but it may be connected from two or 
more of the terminals of the control circuit in the standby 
mode STBYC to the nonvolatile FF NVFF. Such a consti 
tution can decrease the number of nonvolatile FF NVFF 
connected per one terminal of the control circuit in the 
standby mode STBYC, to provide the advantage of lowering 
the current Supply performance required for the power line 
for data retention VSS SIG. However, since it is necessary 
to previously group the nonvolatile FF NVFF on every 
terminal in a case of wiring using a placing and routing tool, 
this complicates the layout step. 

0077 FIG. 7A shows another example of the connection 
between each of the circuit elements. In this case, the 
function block AE1 is power-shutdown on the high potential 
side (VDD) by the power switching circuit SW1, and control 
is conducted by a control signal SW1-C from the control 
circuit in the standby mode STBYC. The NVFF control 
signal group NVSTL and the power line for data retention 
VSS SIG are identical with those in FIG. 6. The constitu 
tion of FIG. 7A is effective in a case where the function 
block AE1 supplies internal power while regulating the 
external power. The power switching circuit SW1 may be 
replaced with a regulator. FIG. 7B shows an example of 
such a constitution. The circuit is disclosed in “Super LSI 
Memory” written by Kiyoo Ito, in page 271, published from 
Baifukan (first print issued in 1994). 

0078 FIG. 8 shows a further example of the connections 
between each of the circuit elements. Power shut-down to 
the function block AE1 is conducted by shutting down both 
the high potential side power line for data retention VDD 
and the low potential side power line for data retention VSS 
by the power switching circuit SW1. The control is con 
ducted by the control signal SW1-C from the control circuit 
in the standby mode STBYC. This example has a feature in 
that it requires two types of power line for data retention, 
that is, a power line for data retention VDD SIG on the high 
potential side and a power line for data retention VSS SIG 
on the low potential side. 

0079. As described above, the invention is applicable for 
shutting down on any of the low potential side and the high 
potential side. An example of shutting down the power on 
the low potential side will be described. That is, unless 
otherwise specified, a global grounded power Supplied to 
each of the cells in the chip is provided by a virtual power 
line VSSM by way of the N-type MISFET for power 
Switching from a real grounded VSS, and the ground power 
supplied to the nonvolatile part is provided by a power line 
VSS SIG. While there is no particular restriction, the power 
shutdown N-type MISFET is constituted with a MISFET 
having a large gate dielectric film thickness and a high 
threshold voltage, for example, an I/O circuit, etc. The 
Subthreshold leakage current flowing through the circuit in 
the standby mode can be decreased effectively by using this 
type of N-type MISFET, which has large threshold voltage, 
and a so-called gate tunneling leakage current flowing 
through the circuit can also be reduced effectively by means 
of the thick gate dielectric film. In this case, the control 
signal SW1-C has an amplitude in accordance with a high 
voltage for an I/O, for example (3.3 V). 

0080. As one of the features, the invention has a mecha 
nism of retaining the internal data for a CPU and embedded 
circuit modules by a nonvolatile FF NVFF present in the 
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modules, and, desirably, it adopts a design method of wiring 
the power line for data retention to the nonvolatile FF NVFF 
as a signal line. The difference between the signal power line 
used for the nonvolatile FF NVFF and a general main power 
line in view of the apparatus is that, since the signal power 
line is connected ad hoc in the design stage of placing and 
routing the cells, the wiring does not have a neat geometrical 
pattern and takes a random connection, as shown in FIG. 1. 
It has an advantageous effect of increasing the degree of 
design freedom due to free wiring by the placing and routing 
tool, and so it is capable of providing an efficient layout. 

0081 FIGS. 9A to 9D are views showing symbols for the 
nonvolatile FF cell (NVFF cell) used in the placing and 
routing tool. FIG. 9A shows an example of using only one 
signal line RSTR as a data retention control signal group 
NVCTL of a nonvolatile FF NVFF. The NVFF cell com 
prises each of input pins for D (data input pin), CLK (clock 
pin), RSTR (nonvolatile FF control pin), and VSS SIG 
(signal power input pin) and output pins for Q (data output 
pin). 

0082) On the other hand, FIG.9B shows an example of 
using two signals lines RSTR and RESTRb as a data 
retention control signal group NVCTL of the nonvolatile FF 
NVFF. The NVFF cell comprises each of input pins for D 
(data input pin), CLK (clock pin), RSTR and RSTRb 
(nonvolatile FF control pin) and VSS SIG (signal power 
line input pin) and output pins for Q (data output pin). 

0.083 FIG. 9C shows an example of a nonvolatile FF 
with a scan function in a case of using only one signal line 
RSTR as a data retention control signal group NVCTL 
thereof. The NVFF cell has a feature of comprising each of 
inputs for D (data input pin), SI (Scan data input pin), SE 
(scan enable pin), CLK (clock pin), RSTR (nonvolatile FF 
control pin), VSS SIG (signal power input pin), and each of 
output pins for Q (data output pin) and SO (Scan data output 
pin). 

0084 FIG. 9D also shows an example of a nonvolatile 
FF with a scan function, in a case of using two signal lines 
RSTR and RSTRb as the data retention control signal group 
NVCTL. The NVFF cell has a feature of comprising each of 
inputs for D (data input pin), SI (Scan data input pin), SE 
(scan enable pin), CLK (clock pin), RSTR and RSTRb 
(nonvolatile FF control pins) and VSS SIG (signal power 
input pin), and each of output pins for Q (data output pin), 
and SO (scan data output pin). 

0085. The cell symbols illustrated here are only 
examples, and the cells may be constituted Such that the 
group of output signal lines output inverted signals. 

0086 Now, a concrete example of the nonvolatile FF will 
be described. FIG. 10 shows a master-slave latch (flip-flop 
circuit) not having a data retention function upon power 
shutdown. Combinational circuits are connected before and 
after the master-slave latch to constitute a synchronous 
circuit. 

0087. In the circuit shown in FIG. 10, a transmission gate 
TG1 of the master latch is closed to latch data upon the rising 
edge of a clock (CLK: L->H), while a transmission gate 
TG2 of the slave latch opens to output the data taken in the 
master latch to the output Q. On the other hand, at the falling 
edge of the clock (CLK: H->L), the transmission gate TG1 
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of the master latch opens while the transmission gate TG2 of 
the slave latch is closed to retain the data in the slave latch. 

0088 FIG. 11 shows an example of a nonvolatile master 
slave latch in accordance with the invention. It is different 
from the master-slave latch shown in FIG. 10 in that it 
additionally provides a control signal RSTR, a non-volatile 
circuit NVC, control MOS (MP1, MN1) for the slave latch, 
a clocked inverter C1NV1 in the connection interface for the 
NVC and a slave latch (constituted with MP4, MP5, MN4, 
and MN5), a selector (MP2, MP3, MN2, MN3) for writing 
back NVC data to the slave latch, and VSS SIG as a power 
Source to circuits necessary upon power shutdown, such the 
as NVC. 

0089 FIG. 12 is an operation waveform chart showing 
the operation and a control method of the nonvolatile 
master-slave latch shown in FIG. 11. 

0090 Time T1 shows a clock rising state during normal 
operation. At the level of the control signal RSTR=LO, since 
the transistors MP2 and MN2 are turned OFF and the 
transistors MP1 and MN1 are turned ON in FIG. 11, the 
function of a slave latch is logically identical with that of the 
circuit in FIG. 10. Therefore, the input data is outputted to 
output Q in accordance with the rising of the clock CLK. In 
this case, since the clocked inverter CINV1 inserted between 
the node ND0 and the node NVb in the nonvolatile circuit 
NVC is open, the level at the node ND0 is transferred to the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC and the data is written into the node 
NV. In this stage, however, since MP6 and MN6 in FIG. 11 
are OFF, the loop which is connecting NV and NVb for the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC is opened. 
0.091 Now, the operation of the data storing to the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC of the nonvolatile FF NVFF in the 
power shut-down mode will be described. At time T2, the 
control signal RSTR is at first turned to the level HI. In this 
case, the loop of the nonvolatile circuit NVC is closed by the 
turning ON of the transistors MP6 and MN6. At the same 
time, the clocked inverter CINV1 is shut down by the 
turning OFF of the transistors MP4 and MN4, by which the 
route from the slave latch to the nonvolatile circuit NVC is 
disconnected. In this case, the transistors MP1 and MN1 are 
turned OFF, while the transistors MP2 and MN2 are turned 
ON, by which the level at the NVb is fed back from the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC instead of the level at the node ND1 
in the slave latch. Since the transmission gate TG2 in the 
master latch is closed, if the input value at the input node D 
becomes the intermediate level, there is no current flow in 
the powered circuit, generally. 

0092. Then, power shutdown control is conducted at T3. 
It is assumed here that the power on the ground side is shut 
down by the N-type MISFET. The PSWGATE signal, which 
corresponds to the control signal SW1-C, controls power 
Switching by asserting LO. In a case of a using thick-gate 
oxide MISFET which often is used in I/O circuitry, for 
example, the voltage amplitude of the PSWGATE is the 
same as that of the I/O circuit (for example, 3.3 V). By such 
control, the virtual power line VSSM is shut down from the 
actual ground and the potential of the virtual power line 
VSSM is caused to rise toward a high potential side (VDD) 
by the leakage current of the internal circuit. While the 
example of FIG. 12 shows just an intermediate level 
between VDD and 0 V, it actually rises to a level infinitely 
nearer to VDD due to conditions such as the scale of the 
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circuits to be integrated, the temperature and the MISFET 
threshold Voltage. Accordingly, the usual circuit can no 
longer retain the data. 
0093. The time interval between the times T3 and T2 has 
to be decided by taking into account the time which the 
whole data of the nonvolatile FFs in the chip evacuate their 
own NVC. Therefore, a method may be considered, for 
example, of using a driver having a small driving capability 
for driving the RSTR signal line, measuring the time until 
the driver output level exceeds a certain threshold value and 
starting power shut-down control after waiting for a period 
several times as long as the measured time. 
0094. When power shut-down control is conducted, the 
potential for the virtual power line VSSM increases and 
other retained data than in the nonvolatile circuit NVC 
disappears. Also, in this case, since the power for the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC and the inverter INV1 inputted with 
the control signal RSTR is supplied by the power line for 
data retention VSS SIG, the internal node NV of the non 
volatile circuit NVC can retain a desired value. 

0095 On the other hand, in the power-on control, the 
PSWGATE signal is driven to the level HI at time T4. Then, 
the potential on the virtual power line VSSM is gradually 
driven to 0 V and the master-slave latch is put into a state 
capable of retaining data. The data from the nonvolatile 
circuit NVC is at first written back by way of the transistors 
MP3 and MN3 to the slave latch. Since the control signal 
RSTR is HI level (VDD) and the inversion signal thereof is 
also kept at Lo level (0 V) by INV1, the data of the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC is undisturbed during the operation 
of the master-slave latch in the power-on sequence. In the 
standby mode, since the power for the driving circuit of the 
clock signal CLK is also shut down, the LO level of the 
clock CLK cannot be kept exactly at the ground level (OV). 
However, it is no problem that the clock signal is controlled 
such that the level LO is rapidly outputted after the appli 
cation of power. 
0096. After complete the turning ON of the power 
switch, the control signal RSTR is dropped to LO at time T6 
after confirming that the potential for the vertical ground line 
VSSM has been dropped to 0 V. Thus, the transistors MP2 
and MN2 in FIG. 11 are turned OFF, and, therefore, the 
feedback loop from the nonvolatile circuit NVC is opened. 
At the same time the transistors MP1 and MN1 are turned 
ON to establish a feedback loop from the node ND1. 
Further, the transistors MP4 and MN4 are turned ON to form 
a signal path from the slave latch to the nonvolatile circuit 
NVC, and the transistors MP6 and MN6 are turned OFF to 
open the loop of the latch in the nonvolatile circuit NVC. 
Thus, the nonvolatile master-slave latch in FIG. 11 can 
perform the normal function in the usual operation. That is, 
the normal operation of the master-slave latch of capturing 
data at the rising edge of the clock as shown at time T7. T8 
is attained. 

0097 With the constitution described above, a data reten 
tion mechanism in the power shutdown state is provided 
without substantial degradation of the characteristics of the 
conventional master-slave latch. Therefore, data retention in 
the power shutdown state can be obtained easily and at 
reduced cost in case of applying this nonvolatile master 
slave latch to a system LSI. 
0098. In FIG. 11, the control signal RSTR generates an 
inverted signal by way of the inverter INV1 at the inside of 
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the nonvolatile FF NVFF. This is because the OFF operation 
of the clocked inverter and the latch formation of the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC cannot be conducted effectively in 
a case where a large difference is present for the arrival time 
between the RSTR signal and the inverted signal thereof, 
with the result that this causes destruction of data. As in this 
constitution, in a case where the inverted signal for the 
RSTR signal is generated in the nonvolatile FF NVFF, 
therefore, the difference of the arrival time between these 
two signals can be minimized, and the problem described 
above is overcome. Further, since the number of the pins is 
smaller compared with the constitution in which both the 
control signal RSTR and its inverted signal are received, it 
also provides the effect of decreasing the number of wirings 
for routing, thereby facilitating the wiring. 
0099 FIG. 13 shows an example of controlling the 
nonvolatile control signal NVCTL by using the two signals 
RSTR and RSTRb which are complementary to each other. 
This is different from FIG. 11 in that two clocked inverters 
CINV2 and CINV3 are provided, and in that the nonvolatile 
circuit NVC is constituted with inverters having switches in 
the form of transistors MN9 and MN10. In the drawing, 
MISFETs as for power shutdown of the clocked inverters 
CINV2 and CINV3 are designed to be provided indepen 
dently by transistors MN7, MN8, MP7, and MP8, but they 
may be used in common for two clocked inverters. In the 
same manner, transistors MN9 and MN10, operating as the 
power switch for the nonvolatile circuit NVC, may also be 
used in common between both of them. This provides a 
benefit of further saving the area. 
0100 FIG. 14 is an operation waveform chart showing 
the operation and the control method of the nonvolatile 
master-slave latch shown in FIG. 13. At time T1, since the 
control signal RSTR=LO, this shows a rising edge of the 
clock during normal operation. This is because transistors 
MP2 and MN2 are OFF and the transistors MP1 and MN1 
are ON (shown in FIG. 13) when the control signal RSTR= 
LO (accordingly, control signal RSTRb=HI). This situation, 
which is the same as that described above to illustrate FIG. 
12, provides a logically identical function with that of the 
master-slave latch shown in FIG. 10. Corresponding to the 
rising edge of the clock signal CLK, the input data D is 
outputted to the output Q. In this stage, in the example of this 
constitution, since the clocked inverters CINV2 and CINV3 
inserted between the node NDO and the node NV in the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC are open, the data is transferred to 
the node NV in the nonvolatile circuit NVC. However, in 
this stage, since the transistors MP9 and MN10 in FIG. 13 
are OFF, the loop of the nonvolatile circuit NVC is not 
closed. 

0101. Now, the operation of storing the data by the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC in the nonvolatile FF NVFF when 
the power shut down is conducted will be described. At time 
T2, the RSTR signal is at first put to the level HI. In this case, 
the loop of the nonvolatile circuit NVC shown in FIG. 13 is 
closed by the turning ON of the transistors MP9 and MN10, 
and the path of the clocked inverters CINV2 and CINV3 
between the slave latch and the nonvolatile circuit NVC to 
the ground level is shut down by the turning OFF of 
transistors MN7 and MN8. In this case, since the transistor 
MN2 is turned ON and the transistor MP1 is turned OFF, the 
path of the slave latch to the high potential side power line 
in the usual operation is disconnected, and the current path 
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of the driver MN3 for feedback on the ground side of MN3 
is formed such that feedback from the nonvolatile circuit 
NVC can be inputted. Then, when the RSTRb signal is put 
to the level LO at time T2', switching MISFETs MP7 and 
MP8 on the high potential side power line for the clocked 
inverters CINV2 and CINV3 are shut down to isolate the 
slave latch and the nonvolatile circuit NVC. At the same 
time, the transistor MP2 is turned ON and the transistor 
MN1 is turned OFF, by which the feedback loop for the 
slave latch in the normal operation is opened and the 
feedback loop from the nonvolatile circuit NVC is com 
pletely closed. Thus, even when each node of the slave latch 
takes any value during normal operation, this has no effect 
on the nonvolatile circuit NVC. Since the transmission gate 
TG2 of the master latch is closed in this case, there is no 
effect when the defined value for the input D may be 
changed. Further, it is necessary for the time interval 
between T2 and T2 that it allows the RSTR signal to reach 
the level HI in the entire chip. This can be attained by using 
a driver of small driving capability as the driver for driving 
the RSTR signal, measuring the time until the output of the 
driver reaches a predetermined threshold value or higher, 
and putting the RSTRb signal to the level LO after a period 
several times as long as the measured time. This is because 
the wiring route is generally different between the RSTR 
signal and the RSTRb signal, and the difference of delay 
between these two signals cannot be assured on the premise 
of using the placing and routing tool. In a case where each 
of the RSTR signal and the RSTRb signal reaches an 
identical cell at an identical delay, that is, where wirings can 
be conducted in a Substantially equal path, the interval 
between times T2 and T2 may also be controlled depending 
on the level of the RSTR signal returned to the control 
circuit in standby mode STBYC by providing a route for 
turning the RSTR signal from a predetermined position of 
the RSTR signal line to the control circuit in standby mode 
STBYC. 

0102) Then, power shut-down control is conducted at 
time T3 like that in FIG. 12. A case of shut-down for the 
ground power line by the N-type MISFET is assumed. For 
this purpose, control for putting the control signal 
PSWGATE (SW1-C) of the N-type MISFET to the level LO 
is conducted. 

0103) When power shutdown control is conducted, the 
potential of the virtual power line VSSM increases and 
retention data other than in the nonvolatile circuit NVC is 
eliminated. Since the power for the nonvolatile circuit NVC 
is supplied by the power line for data retention VSS SIG, 
the internal node NV of the nonvolatile circuit NVC con 
tinues to hold a valid value. 

0.104 On the other hand, in case of a power-on sequence, 
the PSWGATE signal is driven to the level HI at time T4. 
Then, the level of the virtual power line VSSM is gradually 
driven to OV and the master-slave latch can hold data. The 
data from the nonvolatile circuit NVC is written back to the 
slave latch by way of MP3 and MN3. Since the RSTR signal 
is at HI level (VDD) and the RSTRb signal is also at Lo level 
(OV), the data of the nonvolatile circuit NVC is undisturbed 
during the operation of the master-slave latch in the power 
on sequence. Also, in this case, as described with reference 
to FIG. 12, since the power for the driving circuit of the 
clock signal CLK is also shut down, the LO level of the 
clock CLK cannot be kept exactly at the ground level (OV). 
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However, it is no problem that the clock signal is controlled 
such that the level LO is rapidly outputted after the appli 
cation of power. 
0105 Then, after confirming that the power switch has 
been turned completely to ON and the potential of the virtual 
power line VSSM is put to 0 V, the RSTR signal is put to LO 
at time T6. Thus, the transistor MN2 in FIG. 13 is turned 
OFF, the current path on the ground side of the feedback 
loop from the nonvolatile circuit NVC is shut down, and the 
transistor MP1 is turned ON to form a high potential side 
current path for the feedback loop of the slave latch in a 
normal operation. At the same time, the transistors MP7 and 
MP8 are turned ON to form a high potential side current path 
in the signal loop from the slave latch to the nonvolatile 
circuit NVC, and the transistors MN9 and MN10 are turned 
OFF, by which the loop for the latch in the nonvolatile 
circuit NVC is opened. 
0106) Then, when the RSTRb signal is put to the level HI 
at the time T6', switching transistors MN7 and MN8 on the 
low potential side of the clocked inverters CINV2 and 
CINV3 are turned ON to connect the slave latch with the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC, the transistor MP2 is turned OFF, 
and the transistor MN1 is turned ON to completely close the 
feedback loop of the slave latch and open the feedback loop 
from the nonvolatile circuit NVC. Subsequently, the 
invented nonvolatile master-slave latch works as a normal 
Master-Slave latch. 

01.07 Further, it is necessary that the time interval 
between the times T6 and T6' is long enough to allow the 
RSTR signal transmitted to the entire chip to reach the level 
LO. To realize this control, there is one method, for example, 
of using a driver having a small driving capability to drive 
the RSTR signal to LO, measuring the period until the driver 
output decreases to a certain threshold level or lower, and 
putting the RSTRb signal to the level HI after the period 
several times as long as the measured time. 
0108 FIG. 15 shows an example of a nonvolatile master 
slave circuit additionally provided with a scan function. This 
is different from the constitution shown in FIG. 11 in that a 
scan input signal (SI), a scan enable signal (SE) and a scan 
output signal (SO) are added as terminals, and in that a 
selector circuit SEL, and an NOR circuit in communication 
with the scan output terminal SO and an inverter are 
provided. The selector circuit SEL corresponds to the 
inverter in communication with the input D in FIG. 11, and 
this is constituted as a clocked inverter, for which degrada 
tion of the speed may substantially be taken out of consid 
eration so long as the width is properly designed. The 
selector circuit SEL selects either the data input signal D or 
the scan input signal SI by the SE signal and inputs the same 
to the latch. In a case where the SE signal is at the level HI, 
the scan input signal SI is selected, whereas the data input 
signal D is selected in a case where the SE signal is at the 
level LO. 

0109 At the rising edge of the clock signal CLK (CLK: 
L->H), the transmission gate TG1 of the master latch is 
closed to latch the data and the transmission gate TG2 of the 
slave latch is opened to output the data taken into the master 
latch to the output Q. On the other hand, at the falling edge 
of the clock signal CLK (CLK: H->L), the transmission gate 
TG1 of the master latch is opened and the transmission gate 
TG2 of the slave latch is closed to retain the data in the slave 
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latch. In the series of clock operations, the scan output signal 
SO changes in Synchronization with the clock signal 
depending on the value of the scan input signal SI where the 
SE signal is at HI, whereas it always outputs LO even when 
the value for the data input signal takes any value where the 
SE signal is at LO. Further, the basic operation is identical 
with that in FIG. 12 and quite the same operation is attained 
So long as the SE signal is at LO. 

0110. Further, when the data taking route to the nonvola 
tile circuit NVC is changed from the node ND0 to the node 
ND2, the load on the DQ pass can be reduced to provide an 
effect of increasing the speed. In this case, as shown in FIG. 
16, it is necessary to put the SE signal to the level HI at the 
time T2" before putting the RSTR signal to the level HI, for 
reflecting the data of the slave latch on the NOR output. 
Then, the SE signal is desirably put to LO before the RSTR 
signal is put to the level LO. FIG. 16 shows a control 
example where the SE signal is put to the level LO at time 
T6" before the RSTR signal is put to level LO (time T6). In 
this case, the data is reflected to the master-slave latch in the 
next stage through a normal pass (data pass). In a case where 
the setting of the data through a scan pass is more effective, 
control for putting the SE signal to LO may be conducted 
after the RSTR signal has been put to the level LO. 

0.111 Although not illustrated, the scan function can be 
applied also in a case of control by the complementary signal 
due to the RSTR signal and the RSTRb signal, as in FIG. 13. 
In this case, the scanning circuit as described above may be 
added to the part for the input D and the part for the output 
Q. 

0112) While FIG. 10 to FIG. 16 show constitutional 
examples of the master-slave latch, the invention is appli 
cable also to latch circuits having other forms. FIG. 17 is an 
example of a pulsed-latch circuit. The pulsed-latch circuit is 
a circuit in which a clock signal CLK and a delayed clock 
signal formed from passing the clock signal CLK through a 
delay circuit comprising three stages of inverters, are input 
ted to an NAND circuit, thereby generating a pulse upon 
rising of the clock signal, opening the transmission gate TG3 
by using the pulse CLKI and the inverted pulse CLKIb 
inverted through the inverters and transmitting the input D 
to the output Qb in the Succeeding stage. Since the trans 
mission gate TG3 is closed upon completion of the pulse, the 
pulsed-latch circuit retains the data taken in the latch com 
prising the two stages of inverters disposed to the node ND3. 

0113. A constitutional example of applying the nonvola 
tile data retention function to a pulsed-latch circuit is shown 
in FIG. 18A and FIG. 18B. F.G. 18A shows a first 
constitutional example. This is different from the constitu 
tion shown in FIG. 17 at first in that the data is retained in 
the latch LT for data retention also during the power shut 
down state by supplying the power from the power line for 
data retention VSS SIG, and further by the fact that the 
pulse generator is constituted as an illustrated AND-NOR 
type circuit for controlling the pulse generator by the control 
signal RSTR, and by the fact that the power line for data 
retention VSS SIG is used at least for the low potential 
power on the side of NOR, and the power line for data 
retention VSS SIG is used for the low potential side power 
of the inverter that drives the pulse CLK1. In the example of 
FIG. 18A, the output Q is adapted as positive logic by 
providing an inverter to the input D. While this causes a 
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delay for one stage of the logic gate, the positive logic can 
be transmitted to the Succeeding stage and, further, more 
stable operation is possible for the fluctuation of the input 
data. For example, it provides high immunity for input 
signal fluctuation, even when the input D is at a higher 
potential than the high potential side power VDD due to 
noise. In this case, without this inverter, since the source 
gate voltage difference of the transmission gate TG3, which 
should normally be in the OFF state, exceeds its threshold 
Voltage, an invalid signal can be transferred to the Succeed 
ing stage. A constitution in which the input D is outputted 
after inversion, as shown in FIG. 17, without provision of 
the inverter is also possible. By using the power line for data 
retention VSS SIG for the low potential side power of the 
driver NOR2 for driving the transmission gate TG3 and 
INV4, since the power can be applied also during power 
shut-down, it provides an effect capable of exact control. In 
this constitution, since the control signal can be constituted 
only with the RSTR signal, it provides an effect of facili 
tating the placing and routing by using CAD. 
0114 FIG. 19 is an operation waveform chart showing 
the operation and the control method for the nonvolatile 
pulsed-latch circuit shown in FIG. 18A. At time T1, since 
the control signal RSTR=LO, this shows a clock rising state 
in the normal operation. This is because the NOR gate 
NOR2 shown in FIG. 18A outputs under inversion the pulse 
NDCK1 as it is in a case where the control signal RSTR= 
LO. Corresponding to the rising of the clock signal CLK, the 
pulse clocks CLKI and CLKIb generated by the pulse 
generator PG1 are put to the level HI and level LO. 
respectively. The pulse width is equal to a delay by the three 
stage inverter chain. When the pulse clock CLKI is put to 
LO and CLKIb is put to HI, the transmission gate TG3 is 
turned ON and the input data D is outputted. At the same 
time, data is transmitted to the node NV in the nonvolatile 
circuit NVC in the constitution shown in FIG. 18A. 

0115 Now, a description will be made of the operation of 
conducting power shut-down and retaining data in the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC. At time T2, the RSTR signal is at 
first put to the level HI. Then, NOR gate NOR2 outputs the 
level LO irrespective of the level of the pulse NDCKI. 
0116) Subsequently, power shut-down control is con 
ducted at time T3. Like the example in FIG. 11, it is 
assumed herein that the potential of the virtual power line 
VSSM rises to a higher potential due to a leakage current in 
the internal circuit under the control of putting the 
PSWGATE signal to LO. The interval between the times T3 
and T2 is set as a time sufficient to retract whole data of the 
nonvolatile FF NVFF in the chip. The timing control can be 
conducted by the same method as the timing control dis 
closed with reference to FIG. 11. 

0117. When power shutdown control is conducted, the 
potential of the virtual power line VSSM increases and other 
retained data than in the nonvolatile circuit NVC is elimi 
nated. On the other hand, since the power for the nonvolatile 
circuit NVC is supplied from the power line for data 
retention VSS SIG, the node NV in the nonvolatile circuit 
NVC can be retained continuously at a desired value. 
0118 Next, power-on sequence by turning on the power 
switch will be described. In this case, the PSWGATE signal 
is driven to the level HI at time T4. Then, the level for the 
virtual power line VSSM is gradually driven to 0 V and the 
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data is transferred from the nonvolatile circuit NVC to the 
output Q. Since the power supply for the driving circuits of 
the clock signal CLK is also shut down, the level LO for the 
clock signal CLK cannot be kept exactly at the ground level 
(OV). However, it is desired to control the clock signal CLK 
so as to rapidly output the level LO after the power is 
Supplied. 
0119) Subsequently, after confirming that the power 
switch has been turned ON completely and the level of the 
virtual power line VSSM has been put to 0 V, the RSTR 
signal is put to LO at time T6. Thus, the NOR gate NOR2 
outputs under inversion the NDCK1 as it is. Since it is 
necessary for a sufficient interval between times T5 and T6 
to completely turn ON the power switch, it can be controlled 
by using, for example, an acknowledge signal from a power 
switch controller. Then, the normal operation of the pulsed 
latch circuit of intaking data at the rising edge of the clock, 
as shown at time T7 and T8, can be attained. 
0.120. This can provide a data retention mechanism upon 
power shut-down without substantial deterioration for the 
characteristics of the pulsed-latch circuit, and this can pro 
vide the advantage of data retention upon power shut-down 
at a reduced cost by the application of the pulsed-latch 
circuit to the system LSI. 
0121 FIG. 18B shows another example of the pulsed 
latch circuit. This is different from the constitution shown in 
FIG. 17 in that the latch LT for data retention is connected 
with the power line for data retention VSS SIG to make the 
data nonvolatile and a transmission gate TG4 is disposed to 
the connection route between the node ND3 and the node 
NV for the nonvolatile circuit NVC. In this case, two signals 
RSTR and RSTRb are necessary for the nonvolatile control 
signal. In this constitution, since the number of circuits 
requiring the power line for data retention VSS SIG can be 
minimized, this can provide an effect of enhancing the 
current Supply performance to the pulse generator PG2 
requiring large current for the operation. 
0.122 FIG. 20 shows an example of a circuit for provid 
ing a scan function to the nonvolatile pulsed-latch circuit 
shown in FIGS. 18A and 18B. This can be attained by 
replacing the nonvolatile circuit NVC in communication 
with the node NV in FIGS. 18A and 18B with the non 
volatile circuit NVC shown in FIG. 20. In normal operation, 
the function of the pulsed-latch circuit is attained by putting 
the clock signal for scanning CLKS to the level LO and the 
inverted clock signal for scanning CLKSb to the level HI. 
On the other hand, for sending the data by the scan function, 
the scan input signal SI is transferred to the node NVB by 
setting the scan clock CLKS to level HI and the inverted 
clock signal for scanning CLKSb to the level LO, and then 
the data retained at the node NVB is transferred to the scan 
output SO by setting the clock signal for scanning CLKS at 
the level LO and the inverted clock signal for scanning 
CLKSb at the level HI. In the case of using the scan function, 
it is necessary that the input D cannot be taken by putting the 
clock CLK in the pulsed-latch circuit of the system to LO for 
avoiding the effect of the input D of the pulsed-latch circuit. 
0123. Although not illustrated, the scan function may be 
attained also by replacing the selector circuit capable of 
selecting the scan input SI and the usual data input D by the 
SE signal, as shown in FIG. 15, with the input part shown 
in FIG. 18A or FIG. 18B, and, further, by applying an 
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additional circuit outputting the output Q and the scan output 
SO, as shown in FIG. 15, in the output part in FIG. 18A or 
F.G. 18B. 

0124 FIG. 21 shows an example of a sense-amplifier 
based flip-flop circuit. The low potential side power for the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC is a power line for data retention 
VSS SIG and the low potential side power for other circuits 
is a virtual power line VSSM. 
0125 FIG. 22 is an operational waveform chart showing 
the operation and the control method of the nonvolatile 
sense-amplifier based flip-flop circuit shown in FIG. 21. At 
time T1, since the control signal RSTR=LO, the control 
signal RSTRb=HI, the control signal CLKB=LO, and the 
control signal CLKA=LO, the State of clock rising state 
during the normal operation is shown. The input D is taken 
in accordance with the rising of the clock signal CLKC and 
the output Q is outputted corresponding to the value. 

0126 Now, description will be made of a case in which 
power shutdown is conducted. At first, the clock signal 
CLKC is put to the level LO such that the data of the input 
D of the sense-amplifier based flip-flop circuit is not cap 
tured. The control signal CLKB is put to the level HI at time 
T11 to intake the level data at the node Qb to the nonvolatile 
circuit NVC and then the control signal CLKB is put to the 
level LO. This electrically disconnects the nonvolatile cir 
cuit NVC from the flip-flop main body. Also, in this case, the 
control signal CLKA is controlled to the level LO. Then, the 
control signal RSTR is put to the level HI and the control 
signal RSTRb is put to the level LO for providing a feedback 
route from the nonvolatile circuit NVC at time T2. This state 
means that the electrical route of the node Q and the node Qb 
to the ground is controlled by the feedback route from the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC. While FIG. 22 shows an example 
of controlling the control signal RSTR and the control signal 
RSTRb substantially simultaneously, the control order of 
asserting these control signals has no particular restriction. 
This is because the data necessary for the nonvolatile circuit 
NVC has already been retained. Further, as shown in FIG. 
11 and FIG. 13, it is possible to be controlled by two signal 
lines from the outside, or the RSTRb signal may be gener 
ated in the flip-flop by using an inverter circuit. 
0127 Subsequently, power shutdown control is con 
ducted at time T3. Like the example in FIG. 11, it is 
assumed that the potential of the virtual power line VSSM 
rises toward the high potential side due to the leakage 
current in the internal circuit by the control of putting the 
PSWGATE signal to LO. A sufficient period is set for the 
internal operation between times T3 and T2 sufficient to 
retract the data of the nonvolatile FF in the chip. The timing 
control can be conducted by the same method as the control 
used for FIG. 11. 

0128. When the power shutdown control is conducted, 
the potential for the virtual power line VSSM rises and other 
retention data than in the nonvolatile circuit NVC are 
eliminated. In this case, since the power for the nonvolatile 
circuit NVC and the control signal CLKB is supplied from 
data retention circuit VSS SIG, the internal nodes SO and 
SOb in the nonvolatile circuit NVC can be retained con 
tinuously at a desired value. 
0129. On the other hand, in the power on state, the 
PSWGATE signal is driven to the level HI at time T4 firstly. 
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As a result, the potential of the virtual power line VSSM is 
gradually driven to 0 V and the data is transferred from the 
nonvolatile circuit NVC to the output Q. Further, since the 
power is shut down also for the driving circuit of the clock 
signal, the LO level for the clock signal CLKC cannot be 
kept exactly at the ground level (OV). However, it is desired 
to control the clock CLKC such that the level LO is 
outputted rapidly after the re-supplying of the power. 

0.130. Then, after confirming that the power switch has 
been turned ON completely and, therefore, that the potential 
of the virtual power line VSSM has been driven to 0 V, the 
control signal CLKA is put to the level HI at time T12. Since 
the data in the nonvolatile circuit NVC is written back to the 
nodes Q and Qb, the output is determined. After putting the 
control signal CLKA to the level LO, the RSTR signal is put 
to the level LO and the RSTRb signal is put to the level HI 
at time T6. The state where the RSTR signal is at LO and the 
RSTRb signal is at HI indicates that scan inputs I and Ib are 
selected upon writing to the nodes Q and Qb. Therefore, it 
is possible that these signals are controlled as follows: the 
RSTR signal is put to LO and the RSTRb signal is put to HI 
for the case of scanning, and the RSTR signal is put to HI 
and the RSTRb signal is put to LO in other cases. A sufficient 
period is necessary for the interval between times T5 and T6 
sufficient to turn ON the power switch completely. For this 
purpose, control may be conducted by using, for example, an 
acknowledge signal from the power Switching controller. 

0131 Subsequently, the normal operation of the conven 
tional sense-amplifier based flip-flop, which captures the 
data at the rising edge of the clock, as shown in time T7. T8 
is attained. 

0.132. This constitution provides a data retention mecha 
nism during power shut-down without Substantial deterio 
ration of the characteristics of the sense-amplifier based 
flip-flop and provides the advantage of attaining data reten 
tion during power shut-down at a reduced cost by applying 
the sense-amplifier based flip-flop to a system LSI. 

0.133 FIG. 23A and FIG. 23B show modified examples 
of the connection of a power line for data retention VSS 
SIG to a storage element for data retention SEC. The 

storage element for data retention SEC is a collective name 
for circuit elements to be supplied with power by the power 
line for data retention VSS SIG in each of FIGS. 13, 15, 18, 
20 and 21, which includes, for example, a nonvolatile circuit 
NVC and a clocked inverter CINV1 (FIG. 11). FIG. 23A 
shows an example of Switching the power Supply to the 
storage element for data retention SEC by the RSTR signal 
and the RSTRb signal between the virtual power line VSSM 
and the power line for data retention VSS SIG. This pro 
vides an effect capable of obtaining a desired large current 
in a case where it is intended to Supply a large current to the 
storage element for data retention SEC by enabling the 
power supply from the virtual power line VSSM. For 
example, in the case of the pulsed-latch circuit shown in 
FIG. 18A, the pulse generator PG1 requires a great amount 
of current, and use of the constitution described above 
provides an effect capable of Supplying necessary and Suf 
ficient operation current during operation of the pulse gen 
erator PG1 and not causing deterioration in the speed. Since 
the data can be retained only by a minute current (standby 
mode), connection is made with the power line for data 
retention VSS SIG to attain reduced current consumption. 
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0134 FIG. 23B shows a modified example of conducting 
ON-OFF control for the connection of the virtual power line 
VSSM and the power line for data retention VSS SIG by the 
RSTRb signal. In a case where a large current is necessary, 
it is connected with the virtual power line VSSM to obtain 
a desired large current. On the other hand, a minute current 
is supplied from the power line for data retention VSS SIG 
during the standby mode, thereby attaining reduced power 
consumption. 

0135 While the two modified examples show the case of 
control by the RSTR signal and the RSTRb signal, control 
may be conducted by an independent signal line separately 
from the signals. In this case, an independent signal line is 
added by the number of one in a cell image shown in FIG. 
9. In a case of control by the independent control line, 
although the number of pins is increased, since the current 
can be controlled independently of the RSTR signal, the 
power can be shut down on the side of the power line for 
data retention VSS SIG and can be kept at a substantially 
high impedance State during operation. This provides an 
effect capable of attaining further reduced power consump 
tion. 

0136 FIG. 24 shows an example of controlling by means 
of one control signal NVCTL using a pulsed-latch circuit in 
practicing the control of the power line for data retention 
VSS SIG shown in FIG. 23. This is a modified example of 
the pulse generator PG1 shown in FIG. 18A. This example 
is based on the premise that nonvolatilizing control is 
attained at the control signal RSTRb=LO by using the 
RSTRb signal. In a case of using the circuit shown in FIG. 
23B, the number of the control signal line may be reduced 
to one with Such a constitution. The operation in this case 
corresponds to that in FIG. 19 in which the RSTR signal 
therein is changed with the RSTRb signal as an inverted 
signal thereof. Also, in this case, operation of other signals 
and a mutual relation may be controlled in the same manner. 
It will be apparent that a desired nonvolatile control can be 
attained in FIG. 23A also by reversing connections between 
the RSTRb signal and the RSTR signal. 

0137 FIGS. 25A to 25C show examples of forming the 
power line for data retention VSS SIG. In these examples, 
for further reducing the power consumption during the 
standby mode, the value for the power line for data retention 
VSS SIG can be controlled dynamically. FIG. 25A has a 
constitution capable of selecting the route to the power line 
for data retention VSS SIG between the route connected 
with the ground GND by way of an N-type MISFET 
MNTC1 and a voltage source, and a route connected with 
the ground GND only by way of an N-type MISFET 
MNTC2 by using GATA1 signal and GATA2 signal, respec 
tively. As shown in the drawing, for controlling the transis 
tor, it is desirable to use a MISFET in an I/O having a large 
gate dielectric film thickness. Further, FIG. 25B shows an 
example of obtaining the voltage source in FIG. 25A by a 
diode connection, while FIG. 25C shows an example of a 
circuit for Supplying a constant Voltage from a constant 
Voltage generator using a reference Voltage generator VREF. 

0138 FIG. 26 is a graph showing an operation waveform 
in a case of applying the VSS SIG generation method 
shown in FIGS. 25A to 25C to the master-slave latch shown 
in FIG. 11. The method has a feature in that the value of the 
power line for data retention VSS SIG is controlled to an 
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intermediate level from time T9 to time T10. It is desired 
that control is conducted at time T9 after complete power 
shut-down and the level is returned to 0 V at time T10 before 
entering the power applying operation. This is conducted for 
preventing destruction of retained data in the nonvolatile 
circuit NVC by the effect of the noise caused by the 
operation of the internal circuit upon shut-down and power 
on sequence, which enters the power line for data retention 
VSS SIG. Time T9 may be controlled after shut-down of 
power at time T3 based on a signal indicating the complete 
shut-down of the power (for example, acknowledge signal) 
generated from a power Switching controller. For determin 
ing the time T10, it is possible to adopt a method of 
decreasing the driving power of a driver MNTC2 in FIG. 
25A to FIG. 25C, measuring a time until the potential at the 
basis of the power line for data retention VSS SIG reaches 
a predetermined threshold value or lower and turning the 
power switch to ON after a period several times as long as 
the measured time. 

0.139. Further, in accordance with the invention, an 
increase in the speed and a reduction in the power consump 
tion can be attained further by using two kinds or more of 
transistors. FIG. 27 shows a modified example of a master 
slave latch as shown in FIG. 11. The constitutional example 
has a feature in using a MISFET having a low threshold 
Voltage for a master-slave latch that operates during normal 
operation and a logic gate LVTINV and a transmission gate 
LVTTMG using the same low threshold voltage MISFETs. 
This can increase the speed of the normal operation. On the 
other hand, for the circuits necessary during the standby 
mode, the leakage current can be suppressed by using a 
MISFET having a high threshold voltage and a logic gate 
HVTINV and a transmission gate HVTTMG, which consist 
of high threshold voltage MISFETs. Further, in a case where 
the gate dielectric film thickness of a MISFET constituting 
a circuit necessary in the standby mode (INV1, CINV1, 
NVC) is made thicker, it also provides an effect capable of 
saving the gate leakage current. 

0140. In this case, it is desired that the selection of the 
gate dielectric film thickness is based on that of a SRAM. It 
is expected that gate leakage currents for the memory cell in 
a SRAM will result in problems in the future. For example, 
in a case where the EOT (equivalent gate-dielectric thick 
ness) for the MISFET used in the core is about 1.5 nm, the 
gate leakage current flowing through the SRAM can be 
decreased drastically by increasing the thickness of the 
dielectric film of the SRAM gate to about 2.0 nm to 2.2 mm 
by EOT. This is because the gate leakage current decreases 
by one digit on every increase in the thickness of 0.2 mm for 
EOT. In view of the above, in a system LSI fabricated by a 
multi-gate insulative film process (multi TOX process) 
which realizes such a SRAM, when the data retention part 
(INV1, CINV1, NVC) of a nonvolatile FF is constituted by 
using a MISFET having large thickness Such as used for a 
SRAM memory cell, the nonvolatile FF with less leakage 
can be attained advantageously without additional process 
steps. 

0.141. Such a modification is applicable also to a pulsed 
latch circuit as shown in FIG. 18 or the sense-amplifier 
based flip-flop circuit as shown in FIG. 21. Also, in this 
case, a MISFET of low threshold voltage may be used in 
circuits other than a storage element for data retention SEC, 
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or the gate-dielectric thickness of the transistor of the 
storage element for data retention SEC may be made iden 
tical with that of a SRAM. 

0142 FIGS. 28A to 28D show examples of adding a 
capacitance element to the nonvolatile circuit NVC. This is 
for improving various kinds of noise margins such as noise 
immunity against C.-particles, neutron, cosmic rays, etc. in a 
nonvolatile circuit NVC. Particularly, the noise error 
becomes remarkable when the applied voltage for the stor 
age element circuit SEC is reduced in order to reduce the 
leakage current by controlling the power Source line for data 
retention VSS SIG, as shown in FIG. 26, during the standby 
mode. This capacitance element is connected between the 
nodes NV and NVb of the nonvolatile circuit NVC in FIG. 
11, FIG. 13, FIG. 15, FIG. 18, FIG. 20, and FIG. 21. In this 
figure the latches including two inverters are shown, but it 
is applicable in the same manner in a case where the latches 
are constituted with clocked inverters, as shown in FIG. 11, 
or a switching MISFET is provided. FIG. 28A shows an 
example of providing a capacitance element between the 
node NV and the node VCb and FIG. 28B is an actual 
example thereof. As shown in FIG. 28B, by bidirectionally 
connecting a MISFET as capacitance elements, since one of 
the MISFETs always functions as the capacitance element in 
accordance with the value for NV and NVb, a stable 
operation is possible. 

0143 FIG. 28C shows an example of a capacitive cou 
pling between storage nodes NV, NVb and the power line for 
data retention VSS SIG. The virtual power line VSSM is not 
Suitable to be coupled, because it results in many noises 
upon power-on and shut-down of power and noises during 
operation. Therefore, capacitive coupling to the power line 
for data retention VSS SIG is desirable. Such a capacitance 
element can be obtained by using an N-type MISFET, 
connecting the gate of the N-type MISFET to the node NV 
and the node NVb, and connecting the source and the drain 
to the power line for data retention VSS SIG. In a case of 
using a P-type MISFET, connection between the gate and 
the drain and the source are inverted or reversed. Further, 
FIG. 28D shows coupling to the high potential power source 
VDD. This can also be attained by using an N-type MISFET, 
connecting the gate N-type MISFET to the high potential 
side power source VDD and connecting the source and the 
drain to the side of the node NV and the node NVb. In a case 
of using a p-type MISFET, the connection between the gate 
and the drain and the Source may be reversed. Application of 
them provides an effect of improving the noise immunity. 

0144. In a case of shut-down of the power line for data 
retention VSS SIG, the capacitance element may be dis 
posed so as to avoid coupling to the virtual power line 
VDDM wired in the cell. 

014.5 FIG. 29 shows an example of the layout for 
standard cells for attaining the present invention. This shows 
a so-called standard cell with 9-grid height which can be laid 
out with nine minimum-width metals. This shows an 
example having VSSM wiring riding over the No. 0 track 
and the No. 1 track, and VDD wiring riding over the No. 8 
track and the No. 9 track. In a case of using metal of Such 
a large width for the power line, it is necessary to also 
enlarge the space in view of the condition in the resolution 
upon exposure, and the wiring is inhibited for the No. 2 track 
and No. 7 track in many cases. Accordingly, No. 3 track, No. 
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4 track, and No. 5 track are allocated to the wirings in the 
cell, and the No. 6 track is allocated as the inter cell wiring 
channel. 

0146 For explaining the wiring structure of the transis 
tors in the cell, two inverters are shown in the drawing. One 
of them is a normal inverter which is supplied with power 
from the virtual power line VSSM. This inverter has an input 
terminal i1 and an output terminal ol. The other of them is 
a nonvolatile inverter which is supplied with power by using 
a power line for data retention VSS SIG. This inverter has 
an input terminal i2 and an output terminal o2. The normal 
inverter is connected from the power supply metal (M1) in 
which two power sources (VDD and VSSM) are wired in the 
cell by way of an M0 wiring layer to a diffusion layer (L). 
This corresponds to the view seen along line A-A in the 
figure and a cross sectional view thereof is shown in FIG. 
30A. As is apparent from the figure, the two power sources 
are connected with power wiring. The drawing shows an 
example of leading from the second metal (M2) and the 
Substrate power Supply is used in common with the normal 
inverter and the nonvolatile inverter. While the substrate 
power sources can be constituted separately for the normal 
inverter and the nonvolatile inverter, this needs well isola 
tion for the isolation of the substrate power sources to lower 
the area efficiency. 

0147 The cross sectional structure will be described 
simply. This example consists of a triple well structure in 
which an N-type well DNW is prepared to a deep depth on 
a P-type substrate PSUB, on which a P-type well PW for 
forming an N-type MISFET and an N-type well NW for 
forming a P-type MISFET are formed. In a case of adopting 
such a substrate structure, it is possible for a substrate bias 
control to control the substrate potential thereby decreasing 
the leakage current. When the substrate bias control is used, 
the absolute value of the threshold voltage is effectively 
increased. Therefore, the leakage current can be decreased 
by controlling the substrate voltage lower than the source 
voltage of the N-type MISFET in a case of the N-type 
MISFET and by controlling the substrate voltage higher than 
the power source voltage of the P-type MISFET in a case of 
the P-type MISFET. Also, in accordance with the invention, 
the power consumption can be further reduced by conduct 
ing such Substrate bias control during the standby mode. 
Although not illustrated, it is also applicable to a so-called 
double well structure not provided with the N-well DNW. 

0.148. The output O1 is connected to metal wirings M1 
and M2 by way of via holes after connecting the diffusion 
layers of the P-type MISFET and the N-type MISFET 
together. This corresponds to the view seen along line B-B' 
in FIG. 29 and the cross Section is shown in FIG. 30B. 

0.149 On the other hand, the nonvolatile inverter has a 
feature in that the power source on the side of VDD is 
connected from the VDD power wiring by way of metal 
layer M0 and the ground side is wired from the pin of 
VSS SIG, which situated about at the center of the cell 
height. This connection corresponds to the view seen along 
line C-C in the FIG. 29 and the cross section is shown in 
FIG. 31A. As apparent from the drawing, the source of the 
N-type MISFET is not connected with the virtual power line 
VSSM. The output O2 is connected by way of the via hole 
VIA to the metal wirings M1 and M2 after connecting both 
of the diffusion layers of the P-type MISFET and N-type 
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MISFET together. This corresponds to the view seen along 
line D-D' in FIG. 29 and the cross sectional view is shown 
in FIG. 31B. 

0150 FIG. 32 is a layout view of a first area AE1. A 
circumferential main power line (power ring region) is laid 
out so as to surround the first region AE1. Power lines VDD, 
power lines VSS, visual power lines VSSM and various 
kinds of control signals are wired. When a control circuit for 
the standby mode STBYC and such are arranged below the 
power ring region PR1 to PR8 in FIG. 38, the area can be 
utilized effectively. Since the main power line of the first 
metal layer and regions PR4 and PR8 are situated on both 
ends of the cell row, it is advantageous to provide a MISFET 
for power shut-down. Since a MISFET for power shut-down 
requires large a current Supply performance, it is preferably 
laid out as plural MISFETs. Further, it is preferred that the 
power switching controller, VSS SIG generator and 
NVCTL control circuit for generating the control signal 
group of the nonvolatile circuit NVC shown in FIG. 25A to 
FIG. 25C are laid out below regions PR1, PR3, PR5, and 
PR7 at four corners of the power ring region. 

0151. Further, FIG. 32 shows an example in which power 
line MW1 to power line MW9 at the second metal layer for 
power reinforcing are laid out in the longitudinal direction. 
In the drawing, there are three power lines (power line VDD 
and VSS and virtual power line VSSM) as a group of power 
main lines extending in the direction Y of the drawing 
(referred to as “group of longitudinal main line”), but they 
are not restricted to three. Further, in an actual layout, 
various power Supply lines can be laid out using multiple 
layers, or Such power Supply lines can be laid out only with 
one wiring layer (for example, M2 layer). 

0152. In placing and routing by using a CAD, layout is 
facilitated by the constitution of arranging by using cells 
CELL in which only the longitudinal main lines are laid out 
each at an equal interval. Generally, MISFETs are not 
prepared, but only the power wirings are laid out in the cells 
CEL1. 

0153. In a case where the control signal NVCTL of a 
number of nonvolatile FF are driven only by a single driver 
of the control circuit in the standby mode CTBYC, the 
driving force cannot sometimes be obtained sufficiently. In 
this case, a repeater cell is advantageously disposed in the 
cell CEL1. Since the power line VSS which is always 
supplied with power can be wired in the cell CEL1, it is 
possible to dispose a driver capable of operating also in the 
standby mode. For the layout of the driver, wiring may be 
conducted as the wiring of the nonvolatile inverter on the 
source of NMOS in the layout of FIG. 29. 
0154 FIG. 33 shows a constitutional example of an LSI 
chip to which the invention is applied. The LSI chip is 
shown as a block diagram in a case of application to an 
information processing device, particularly, a micro proces 
sor. The LSI chip (system LSI) is preferably formed mono 
lithically on one single semiconductor Substrate. 
0155 The system LSI has a first region AE1, a second 
region AE2 and a third region AE3 as regions capable of 
controlling the power Supply independently. The first region 
AE1 comprises a processor CPU, embedded circuit modules 
IP1 and IP2, a system bus SYSBUS, and a clock generator 
CPG. The power supply of this region is controlled by a 
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power switch SW1. It is preferable that all flip-flops or 
latches in the first region AE1 are constituted with a non 
volatile FF. But, it is also possible to constitute only a 
minimal number of the flip-flops or latches necessary for 
retaining the status with the nonvolatile FF. The second 
region AE2 contains a built-in user memory URAM. The 
power Supply of this region is controlled by a power Switch 
SW2. Finally, the third region AE3 contains a control circuit 
for standby mode STBYC. This region is always supplied 
with power so long as power is Supplied to the system LSI. 
In this case, the power switches SW1 and SW2 are supposed 
to be put between the ground potential VSS and the virtual 
ground potential VSSM for each of the regions. But of 
course they may be put between the power supply VDD and 
virtual power supply VDDM for each of the regions. Par 
ticularly, in a case of providing a Voltage regulator, the 
Voltage regulator can also be used in place of the power 
switch. Further, it may be disposed both between the ground 
potential VSS and the virtual ground potential for each of the 
regions and between the power supply VDD and the virtual 
power supply VDDM for each of the regions. 
0156 The CPU controls the entire system LSI. The 
embedded circuit module IP1 is not necessary when the 
CPU fetches the instruction, for example, an accelerator for 
MPEG. The embedded circuit module IP2 is necessary when 
the CPU fetches the instruction, for example, a bus state 
controller. The system bus SYSBUS is connected with each 
of the circuit modules including the CPU and it includes a 
not illustrated data bus and address bus. The clock generator 
CPG receives the clock signal RCLK and generates an 
internal clock signal ICLK. The internal clock signal ICLK 
is supplied to each of the circuit modules and the system LSI 
operates in accordance with the internal clock signal ICLK. 
The built-in user memory URAM has a large capacity and 
retains necessary data Such as data under processing. In the 
constitutional example of FIG. 33, each of the circuit 
modules contained in the first region AE1 is collectively 
arranged and each of the circuit modules contained in the 
second region AE2 is collectively arranged. With such an 
arrangement, since the power switches SW1 and SW2 can 
be provided in common with plural circuit modules, the area 
can be decreased. Further, in FIG. 33, the embedded circuit 
modules disposed in the first region AE1 can also be 
arranged in different regions independently for enabling 
power shutdown relative to each other. In this case, since the 
power shut-down control can be conducted on every module 
if they are not in use, power shut-down for the embedded 
circuit modules not in operation can be conducted even 
during operation of the CPU to provide an effect capable of 
saving the leakage current during operation. 
0157. In the standby mode utilizing the nonvolatile FF of 
the invention (referred to as “first standby mode STBY1), 
the power switch SW1 is put to the off state and the power 
switch SW2 is kept in the ON state. Since this shuts down 
the power supply to the processor CPU, the embedded 
modules IP1 and IP2 and the clock pulse generator CPG, the 
current consumption can be decreased. Also in this case, 
since the power can be supplied to all of the nonvolatile FF 
in the first region AE1, the data can be retained continuously. 
0158. The transition operation will be described. The 
internal data in the first region AE1 is retained by the 
nonvolatile FF. Further, cash data, etc. are retracted to the 
built-in user memory URAM as required. The nonvolatile 
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FF is supplied with power and the control signal by the 
control circuit in the standby mode STBYC in the third 
region AE3. Then, the power switch control signal SW1-C 
puts the power switch SW1 to the OFF state to stop the 
Supply of current to each of the circuit modules contained in 
the first region AE1. Since the main power switch SW2 is 
kept ON, current is supplied to the circuit modules to the 
nonvolatile FF in the first region AE1 and the circuit 
modules in the second region AE2, and the internal data of 
the system LSI is retained. Thus, the interruption upon 
returning from the first standby mode can be conducted by 
returning the data of the nonvolatile FF or the data retained 
in the internal built-in user memory URAM to a predeter 
mined circuit in the first region AE1 by the interruption 
request from the outside. In a case where the interrupt 
request is given, the control circuit in the standby mode 
STBYC turns the power switch SW1 to ON as explained, for 
example, with reference to FIG. 11 and FIG. 12. After the 
power is supplied to the first region AE1, the data retained 
in the nonvolatile circuit NVC of the nonvolatile FF is 
reflected to the output of the nonvolatile FF. Therefore all 
states of the random logic of the first region AE1 are 
recovered to the state before power shutdown. In a case 
where the data retracted to the built-in user memory URAM 
is present, the retracted internal data of the system LSI is 
returned to the first region AE1. 

0159. Since the operation is conducted in a shorter time 
compared with the resetting sequence which requires boot 
ing of software, such as an OS, it can be returned at a higher 
speed compared with U Standby losing internal data where 
the internal data is eliminated. While a description has been 
made with respect to an example in which the internal data 
is retracted to the build-in user memory URAM, it can also 
be retracted to an external memory. 

0160 Further, in the system LSI, another standby mode, 
for example, an existent Software standby (refer to as 
“second standby mode STBY2) or U standby (refer to as 
“third standby mode STBY3) mode can be used together. 
This can set a low current mode flexibly depending on the 
state of the system LSI being used. FIG. 34 shows a table 
for each of the modes. 

0161 The first standby mode STBY1 is a state where the 
power for the first region AE1 is shut down, and power is 
Supplied but the clock is stopped in the second region AE2. 
Since the internal data in the first region AE1 can be retained 
by the nonvolatile FF, the internal data is retained and can be 
returned by an external interrupt. Accordingly, for the 
returning time, only the time up to the restarting of the clock, 
which is done in parallel with the operation time of the 
power Switch, may be taken into consideration, and it can be 
returned in about several hundred LL seconds. Transition to 
the first standby mode can be attained by setting a mode 
setting register STBCR of the control circuit in the standby 
mode STBYC. In the first standby mode, since the power for 
most of the circuits in the first region AE1 is shut down by 
the power Switch, the current consumption is Suppressed to 
about 100 LA. 
0162. In the second standby mode STBY2, while the 
power is supplied to all of the first region AE1, the second 
region AE2 and the third region AE3, distribution of the 
clock signal to the first region AE1 and the second region 
AE2 is stopped. Accordingly, since the circuit modules in 
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the first region AE1 and the second region AE2 are not 
operated, the system can stand by with a consumption power 
of about the transistor leakage current. Also in this case, 
since the internal data can be retained continuously, the 
internal data is nonvolatile. Further, for the returning time, 
since returning can be conducted by the interruption pro 
cessing described above, it may be only about the time for 
restarting the clock and it can be returned in about several 
hundred useconds. The transition to this mode can also be 
attained by setting the mode setting register STBCR of the 
control circuit in the standby mode STBYC. 
0163 The third standby mode STBY3 is a mode for 
shutting down the power for all regions other than the third 
region AE3; and, while the consumption current is about 10 
LA, since the internal data is evaporated, it can be returned 
only by resetting and it needs about several hundred milli 
seconds for returning. The transition to this mode can also be 
attained by setting the mode setting register STBCR of the 
control circuit in the standby mode STBYC. 
0164. As can be seen from the table in FIG. 34, since the 

first standby mode STBY1 and the second standby mode 
STBY2 are different only with respect to the current con 
Sumption, the first standby mode and the second standby 
mode can be collected into one low current mode. Further, 
power and clock signals are Supplied to all of the first region 
AE1, the second region AE2 and the third region AE3 during 
normal operation, and Supply of the power is shut down to 
all of the circuits upon turning OFF of the power. 
0.165 Various combinations of mode shown are possible 
herein for the standby mode. In this case, the constitution of 
the system LSI is also modified to such an extent as 
necessary for the combination. For example, in a system LSI 
not having a third standby mode, the second region AE2 in 
FIG. 33 is eliminated and the circuit module in the second 
region AE2 is disposed in the third region AE3. Further, 
instead of the power switch in the system LSI, the power 
may also be shut down by a power control circuit external 
to the system LSI. Further, instead of controlling all non 
volatile FF in the first region AE1 with one control circuit in 
the standby mode STBYC, a standby control circuit may 
also be provided on every module. 
0166 FIG. 35 is a view showing the transition between 
each of the modes. The power off mode transits to the 
normal operation mode by turning ON the power. Con 
versely, the normal operation mode transits to the power off 
mode by turning off the power. 
0.167 The normal operation mode transits to the third 
standby mode STBY3 by setting the register STGCR. Con 
versely, the third standby mode STBY3 returns to the normal 
operation mode by resetting. The third standby mode 
STBY3 transits to the power off mode by turning OFF the 
power. 

0.168. The normal operation mode transits to the first 
standby mode STBY1 by setting the register STBCR. Con 
versely, the first standby mode STBY1 transits to the normal 
operation mode by external interruption or resetting. The 
first standby mode STBY1 transits to the power OFF mode 
by turning OFF the power. 

0169. The normal operation mode transits to the second 
standby mode STBY2 by setting the register STBCR. Con 
versely, the second standby mode STBY2 transits to the 
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normal operation mode by external interruption or resetting. 
The second standby mode STBY2 transits to the power OFF 
mode by turning OFF the power. 

0170 FIG. 36 shows the constitution of the control 
circuit in the standby mode STBYC for controlling the 
transition and returning to and from various types of standby 
modes. Description is to be made at first to a case of 
applying the nonvolatile FF of the invention to flip-flops and 
registers by the required minimum number. The control 
circuit in the standby mode STBYC is connected with a 
system bus SYSBUS for reading and writing to and from the 
internal register and inputted with an interrupt request signal 
IRQ, a reset signal RSK and a clock signal RCLK. The 
output from the control circuit for the standby mode STBYC 
includes a nonvolatile control signal NVCTL, a power line 
for data retention VSS SIG, an interrupt signal INTR noti 
fying interruption to the CPU after returning from the 
second standby mode, a CPU execution start address RST 
VEC (the first address for beginning the process when the 
CPU resumes), a reset signal RST1 for the first region AE1 
and a control signal WS1-C for the power switch SW1, a 
reset signal RST2 for the second region AE2 and a control 
signal SW2-C for the power switch SW2. While the inter 
rupt signal INTR is directly connected with the CPU in FIG. 
33, it may be connected, for example, by way of an interrupt 
controller to the CPU. 

0171 The control circuit in the standby mode STBYC 
has a standby mode control register STBCR and a boot 
address register BAR as registers capable of reading and 
writing from and to the system bus SYSBUS. Reading and 
writing from the system bus SYSBUS are controlled by a 
decoder. The standby mode control register STBCR retains 
a value corresponding to the current standby mode. Further, 
writing from the system bus STSBUS to the standby mode 
control register STBCR forms a transition request to each of 
the corresponding low current modes. In this example, the 
control circuit in the standby mode STBYC is constituted so 
as to control transition to the first standby mode, the second 
standby mode and the third standby mode, or for returning 
from each of the modes. Further, transition to or returning 
from the first standby mode can be conducted also by 
directly sending a clock stop command from the CPU to the 
clock pulse generator CPG. 

0172. Upon returning from the second standby mode and 
releasing a reset state, the boot address register BAR retains 
the address of the instruction that the CPU should execute 
first. In this example, the transition request to the second 
standby mode is given by writing to the standby mode 
control register STBCR, but the transition can be requested 
also by using a special command Such as sleep or standby, 
or a combination of the standby mode control register 
STBCR and the special instruction. In this case, the CPU can 
instruct by sending the transition request by way of an 
acknowledge signal for a sleep request, which is not illus 
trated here, to the control circuit in the standby mode 
STBYC. 

0173 A synchronizer SYNC included in the control 
circuit for the standby mode STBYC synchronizes the 
interrupt request IRQ from the outside of the chip with the 
external clock signal RCLK. A current mode control 
sequence circuit STBYC-FSM judges the necessity for the 
transition and return of the standby mode and outputs the 
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sequence for transition and return as required. The input is 
a value of the standby mode register SBCR, the interrupt 
request IRQ, the status register STATE indicative of the step 
under execution in the sequence during transition and return, 
and the output is an output of the control circuit in the 
standby mode STBYC and a second standby mode signal 
STBY2-MODE that indicates whether the current State is the 
second standby mode or not. 
0.174. Upon returning from the second standby mode 
when receiving the interrupt request signal IRQ from the 
outside, it is necessary to conduct an interruption corre 
sponding to the interrupt request signal IRQ after returning 
the data retracted to the built-in user memory URAM or the 
external memory to each of the circuit modules in the first 
region AE1. The interruption is conducted by executing a 
predetermined instruction. Accordingly, upon returning 
from the second standby mode, it is necessary to retain the 
address of the memory which stores an instruction to be 
conducted at first after returning. Thus, the boot address 
register BAR is disposed for retaining the address of the 
memory storing an instruction to be executed at first upon 
returning from the second standby mode, and an execution 
starting address is set to the boot address register BAR upon 
transition to the second standby mode. It is also possible to 
set the execution starting address upon returning from the 
second standby mode so that it is always identical. In this 
case, it is possible to constitute with a hard wired structure 
while saving setting of the execution address upon transition 
to the second standby mode. According to the constitution 
shown in FIG. 36, a software designer can freely set the 
execution start address after a return by the provision of the 
boot address BAR and can locate the program necessary for 
the return of the second standby mode at an optional position 
in a memory space. 
0.175. On the contrary, since the return from the third 
standby mode always involves a resetting, the boot address 
INIT-VEC is executed at first. In the constitution of FIG. 36, 
a selector SELL is provided, a second standby mode signal 
STBY2-MODE is outputted from the current mode control 
sequence circuit STBYC-FSM to select either the address 
stored in the boot address register BAR or the boot address 
INIT-VEC upon normal resetting for the first address for 
beginning the process when the CPU resumes. This can 
attain the function of outputting the boot address INIT-VEC 
upon resetting for returning from the third standby mode and 
executing the instruction from the address retained in the 
boot address register BAR only upon returning from the 
second standby mode. In the return from the first standby 
mode, after starting the Supply of the internal block signal, 
an instruction is read out from the address corresponding to 
the kind of interrupt request IRQ in the same manner as in 
the interruption processing which occurs during normal 
operation mode. 
0176). In the constitution of FIG. 36, the execution start 
address upon return from the second standby mode or the 
third standby mode is decided by the control circuit in the 
standby mode STBYC, and it is inputted to the CPU. On the 
other hand, it is also possible to provide a register for 
retaining the execution start address after returning to the 
CPU and conduct retraction and a return for the register by 
the hardware using the nonvolatile FF. 
0177. While the description has been directed to a control 
circuit in the standby mode STBYC in a case of adopting a 
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nonvolatile FF partially, all FF and registers included in the 
first region AE1 may be replaced with a nonvolatile FF. In 
the system described above, since data in the CPU (circuit 
modules) are entirely retained upon return by interruption, it 
is no longer necessary to write the value by the CPU 
execution start address RST-VEC. Accordingly, such a sys 
tem can be constituted while saving the boot address register 
BAR and the selector SEL1. 

0178 The sequence of transition to the second standby 
mode STBY2 and the return to the normal operation mode 
will be described with reference to FIG. 37 and FIG. 38. At 
first, FIG. 37 shows a sequence transiting from the normal 
operation mode to the second standby mode STBY2. In 
cycle C1-1, a value STY2 meaning the second standby mode 
is written from the system bus STYBUS to the standby mode 
control register STBCR. In the cycle C1-2, the control 
circuit in the standby mode STBYC reads the value and puts 
the module stop signal MSTP “1” through the system 
SYSBUS to stop the supply of clocks to the first region AE1 
in the cycle C1-3. Then, in the cycle C1-4, it puts the second 
standby mode signal STBY2-MODE and the nonvolatile FF 
control signal NVCTL to “1” and retracts the data of the 
flip-flop in the modules in the first region AE1 to the data 
retention part of the nonvolatile FF. Subsequently, it informs 
the current mode control sequence circuit STBYC-FSM (a 
finite State machine for selecting standby current consump 
tion mode) that the control signal NVCTL of the nonvolatile 
FF has completed control to all the nonvolatile FF by putting 
the acknowledge signal NVACK to “1”. In the cycle C1-5, 
it detects that the acknowledge signal NVACK is at “1” and 
in the cycle C1-6, the current mode control sequence circuit 
STBYC-FSM conducts control by putting the control signal 
SW1-C of the power switch SW1 to “0”. As a result, the 
power for the first region AE1 is shut down and the ground 
level VSSM1 of the first region AE1 increases gradually. 
Complete shutdown of the power switch SW-1 is detected 
by the fact that the control signal SW-C is completely “0” 
and this is indicated by the ACK1 signal to the current mode 
control sequence circuit STBYC-FSM. In the cycle C1-7, 
the current mode control sequence circuit STBYC-FSM 
detects that the ACK1 signal has turned to “0” and, subse 
quently, the current mode control sequence circuit STBYC 
FSM conducts Voltage control for decreasing leakage in the 
nonvolatile circuit for the power line for the data retention 
VSS SIG of the nonvolatile FF. In this case, due to trans 
mission of the voltage controlled state for the current mode 
control sequence circuit VSS SIG to the current mode 
sequence control circuit STBYC-FSM by the ACK VSIG 
signal, the current mode control sequence circuit STBYC 
FSM can recognize the state of the nonvolatile FF. Thus, 
transition from the power on state for power shutdown has 
been completed while retaining the data in the nonvolatile 
FF. 

0179 FIG. 38 shows a sequence of returning from the 
second standby mode by interruption. In the cycle C2-1, 
interruption occurs and then the interrupt request signal IRQ 
is set to “1”. In the cycle C2-2, the control circuit for the 
standby mode STBYC receives this and then asserts the 
interrupt request after the return to the second standby mode 
INTR. At the same time, this control circuit conducts the 
operation of returning the voltage level of the power line for 
data retention VSS SIG to the ground. In the cycle C2-3, the 
current mode control finite state machine STBYC-FSM 
detects that the ACK VSIG signal is at “0” and receives 
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information that the power line for data retention VSS SIG 
is put to 0 V. Corresponding to the control of the ACK VSIG 
signal to “0”, the current mode control finite state machine 
STBYC-FSM turns the signal SW1-C for the power SW1 to 
“1” and turns ON the power for the first region AE1. Thus, 
the ground level VSSM1 of the first region AE1 is driven to 
OV. Then, when it is detected that the power switch has been 
turned to ON completely and the ACK1 signal turns to “1”, 
the current mode control finite state machine STBYC-FSM 
receives information that the ACK1 signal turns to “1” in the 
cycle C2-5. The operation of restoring the data retracted to 
the nonvolatile circuit of a nonvolatile FF to the original 
latch is conducted by turning the NVCTL to “0”, and this is 
started in the cycle C2-6. Completion of the data returning 
in all nonvolatile FF is recognized from the fact that the 
nonvolatile FF control signal NVCKL has turned completely 
to “0”, which is transmitted to the current mode control finite 
state machine STBYC-FSM by turning the acknowledge 
signal NVACK to “0”. In the cycle C2-7, the current mode 
control finite State machine STBYC-FSM detects that the 
acknowledge signal NVACK has turned to “0”, turns module 
stop MST to “0”, and restarts the internal clock ICLK, and 
then the operation of the CPU is started from the cycle C2-8. 
Since the value for the CPU execution start address RST 
VEC is an address stored in the boot address register BAR, 
the operation start address of the CPU is not the boot address 
INIT-VEC, but is the address stored in the boot address 
register BAR. Subsequently, in the cycle C2-8, it is updated 
such that the second standby mode signal STABY2-MODE 
is put to Zero and the value for the standby mode control 
register STBCR is put to “normal indicative of the normal 
operation mode, by which the return has been completed. 
0180. In the constitution of FIG. 33, a built-in user 
memory URAM is present in the second region AE2 which 
does not undergo power shutdown even upon transition to 
the second standby mode and the data stored in the build-in 
user memory URAM is retained also in the second standby 
mode. Accordingly, in a case of mounting the nonvolatile FF 
by the minimum required number, the registers in the 
embedded circuit modules without retracting and returning 
by the non-volatile FF can be retracted and returned by using 
the build-in user memory URAM. At first, the data of the 
registers are retracted by executing the program which 
makes it possible to retract/return the data to/from the 
build-in user memory URAM, before writing to the standby 
mode control register STBCR that indicates the transition to 
the second standby mode. In this case, for recovery of the 
register value upon returning to the normal operation mode, 
it needs a program of transferring the data corresponding to 
the address indicated by the boot-address register BAR, 
which are stored in the built-in user memory URAM, to the 
register. The retracting and returning are not necessary for 
the registers with no requirement of retaining the value in the 
second standby mode. Accordingly, in a case of returning 
from the second standby mode at a higher speed, the number 
of the registers can be restricted. 
0181 FIG. 39 shows a further example of a nonvolatile 
FF. It has a nonvolatile circuit NVC provided to the master 
latch in the master-slave type latch circuit. In this constitu 
tion, data writing to the nonvolatile circuit NVC during 
power shutdown is conducted by using a differential ampli 
fier. It is different from the master-slave latch shown in FIG. 
10, in additionally providing a loop comprising two stages 
of inverters, precharge controlling transistor MN20, a non 
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volatile circuit NVC including an equalizer transistor MP22. 
writing transistors (MP20, MP21), write back transistors 
(MN23, MN24), writing back control transistors (MN21, 
MN22), a power line for data retention VSS SIG, a write 
control signal STR to the nonvolatile circuit NVC and a data 
writing back signal RSTR from the nonvolatile circuit NVC 
to the master-slave type latch circuit. 
0182. The operation of the nonvolatile FF in FIG. 39 will 
be described with reference to FIG. 40. The normal opera 
tion is possible in a case where both the control signal STR 
and the control signal RSTR are at LO and the virtual power 
line VSSM is at the ground level (OV). In this step, in the 
master-slave type latch circuit, the input data D is taken into 
the master latch at the rising edge of the clock CLK and is 
transmitted to the output Q in the Subsequent stage. When 
the control signal STR is at LO, since the precharge con 
trolling transistor MN20 is turned OFF and the equalizer 
transistor MP22 is turned ON and, further, either the tran 
sistor MP2.0 or MP21 is turned ON in accordance with the 
value for the complementary node n1, /n1 of the master 
latch, the node nv., ?nv is precharged to the power level VDD. 
When the clock CLK is at LO, the slave latch retains the data 
to retain the output Q to the Succeeding stage. The graph 
shows an example where the input D changes at time T1, and 
the input data is outputted at the rising edge at time T2. The 
Solid line shows a case in which the input changes from LO 
to HI, while the broken line shows the case where the input 
changes from HI to LO. 
0183 Subsequently, a sequence provided for power shut 
down is conducted. At first, the clock is stopped at time T3. 
In this case, the clock CLK is stopped at HI in order to place 
the master latch in a latched State. That is, this is in a phase 
opposite to the case of providing the nonvolatile circuit 
NVC to the slave latch. Then, the latched data is retracted to 
the nonvolatile circuit NVC at time T4. This can be con 
ducted by turning the control signal STR2 to the level HI. 
When the control signal STR is at the level HI, precharge is 
completed at time T4', either the transistor MP20 or MP21 
in FIG. 39 turns ON and the other of them turns OFF and, 
in this state, the data is retracted to the latch comprising two 
stages of inverters. For example, in a case where the input 
D is at HI, since the transistor MP20 turns ON and the 
transistor MP21 turns OFF, the node nv is at HI while the 
node/nv is at LO. Subsequently, power shut-down control is 
conducted at time T5. In this case, the power on the ground 
side is disconnected. Further, for decreasing the leakage 
current, the voltage level for the data retention circuit power 
VSS SIG at time T6 is controlled (for example, the voltage 
level is raised to a voltage value of higher than 0 V and about 
0.6 V or lower when the power VDD is at 1.2 V). This can 
provide an effect of further decreasing the leakage current 
during the standby mode. The waveform shown by the 
broken line in the graph represents a case where the input 
data D is at LO. 

0184 Now, a description will be made regarding a 
sequence for returning the power. At time T7, control of 
returning the level for the power line for data retention 
VSS SIG to 0 V is conducted, and control for returning the 
data of the nonvolatile circuit NVC to the original master 
latch corresponding to the turning of the power line for data 
retention VSS SIG to 0 V is conducted. At first, a writing 
preparation for the data of the nonvolatile circuit NVC to the 
master latch is conducted. That is, this can be attained by 
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turning the control signal RSTR to HI at time T8 thereby 
turning the writing control transistors (MN21, MN22) in 
FIG. 39 to ON. Since either the writing transistor (MN23 or 
MN24) is turned ON corresponding to the retained data in 
the nonvolatile circuit NVC, either one of the complemen 
tary node n1 or /n1 of the master latch is driven to LO to 
attain a returning of data. 

0185. The data writing back to the master latch is attained 
by driving the virtual power line VSSM to the level LO. At 
time T9, control of the virtual power line VSSM to 0 V is 
started, and the latch data is written back in accordance with 
the data of the nonvolatile circuit NVC. Then, correspond to 
the driving of the virtual power line VSSM to 0 V, the 
control signal RSTR is put to LO at time T10 and the control 
signal RSTR is put to LO at time T11 thereby precharging 
the nonvolatile circuit NVC. Then, when the clock CLK is 
operated, operation is attained as usual. 

0186. Description will be made with respect to the merit 
of retaining data during power shutdown on the master latch. 
Generally, the size of transistors constituting the master latch 
is Smaller than the transistors constituting the slave latch. 
Since the slave latch has to drive the load in the succeeding 
stage, the size of the transistor corresponding to the load is 
necessary. While the circuit portion for retaining the data 
during power shut-down (data retaining portion) is desirably 
constituted with transistors of a smaller size for decreasing 
the leakage current, the size for the data retention portion 
also has to be enlarged sometimes as the transistor size 
increases in the latch of the main body. Accordingly, in a 
case where the LSI system can transit to the standby mode 
by the clock CLK at HI, the size of transistors in the data 
retention portion can be made Smaller by providing the data 
retention portion on the side of the master latch in which the 
transistor size is relatively small, thereby increasing the 
effect of Saving the leakage current. 

0187. Also, in a case of providing the nonvolatile circuit 
NVC to the slave latch (FIG. 11 or the like), it is possible 
to use a differential amplifier for the writing to the nonvola 
tile circuit NVC. In this case, the clock upon power shut 
down may be: clock CLK=LO. 

0188 FIG. 41 shows a still further example of the 
nonvolatile FF, which is different from the example shown 
in FIG. 39 in that a single control signal is used. Accord 
ingly, retraction and return between the nonvolatile circuit 
NVC and the master latch are conducted simultaneously. 
The fundamental control method is identical with that for 
FIG. 40. Description will be made with reference to FIG. 
42. When the control signal STR is at HI, retention data is 
written into the nonvolatile circuit NVC in FIG. 41 and a 
route to the master latch on the side of 0 V is selectively 
formed in accordance with the written data to provide a state 
capable of retaining one identical data in the nonvolatile 
circuit NVC and the master latch. When the power is shut 
down in this state, while the data in the mater latch is 
eliminated, since the route to the VSSM level is ensured 
selectively, the data before power shut-down is returned 
when the virtual power line VSSM is controlled to 0 V in the 
next stage. Further, in the circuit shown in FIG. 41, when the 
voltage level for the power line for data retention VSS SIG 
is changed, the gate potential of the writing transistor 
(MN23, MN24) increases depending on the relation between 
the VSSM level and the VSS SIG level to provide a concern 
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that none of them will be turned OFF completely in view of 
the relation of the potential difference with respect to VSSM 
corresponding to the source. However, also in Such a case, 
this merely accelerates charging in the VSSM level to the 
direction of the VDD level and it has an effect of decreasing 
leakage in the retention circuit itself and decreasing the 
leakage after lapse of a sufficient time. Accordingly, in the 
LSI application use for which no frequent ON-OFF use is 
expected, an effect of reducing the power consumption can 
be obtained further by conducting the control for the power 
line for data retention VSS SIG that is conducted at time T6, 
T7, as shown in FIG. 40, in addition to the timing chart 
shown in FIG. 42. 

0189 The feature of the example shown in FIG. 41 is 
that the number of control signals is reduced by one. 
Generally, since wirings tend to be complicated in a place 
where the latch is inserted, the layout can be facilitated by 
providing latches with a lesser number of signal lines to 
provide an advantageous effect in view of the operation 
speed and the area efficiency. Further, since the retraction 
and return of data while the control signal STR is at HI is 
interlocked with the control for the power source shut-down, 
that is, control for the VSSM level, it also provides an effect 
of facilitating the control. 
0190. The present invention concerns a semiconductor 
integrated circuit device and, more in particular, it is applied 
to a system LSI or a microprocessor requiring low power 
consumption. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A semiconductor integrated circuit device comprising 

plural flip-flops, plural logic circuits connected to output 
nodes of the plural flip-flops and first, second and third 
power lines, wherein: 

the flip-flops each comprise a first latch circuit including 
an output node which is connected with the output node 
of the flip-flop and a second latch circuit including an 
input node which is connected with the output node or 
an input node of the first latch circuit, 

an operation Voltage for the first latch circuit and the logic 
circuit is supplied from the first and the second power 
lines, 

an operation Voltage for the second latch circuit is Sup 
plied from the first and the third power lines, 

the first and the second power lines each have a first 
wiring resistance, 

the third power line has a second wiring resistance, 
a wiring for connecting the input node of the second latch 

circuit and the output node or input node of the first 
latch circuit has a third wiring resistance, and 

a difference between the first wiring resistance and the 
second wiring resistance is Smaller than a difference 
between the second wiring resistance and the third 
wiring resistance. 

2. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 1, wherein: 

the semiconductor integrated circuit device has a first 
mode and a second mode, 
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an operation Voltage for the logic circuit and the flip-flops 
is Supplied in the first mode, 

Supply of the operation Voltage for the logic circuit and 
the flip-flop is supplied in the first mode, and 

Supply of the operation Voltage to the logic circuit and the 
first latch circuit of the flip-flops is stopped, and the 
Supply of the operation voltage for the second latch 
circuit of the flip-flops is continued in the second mode. 

3. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 2, wherein: 

a first MISFET having a source-drain path is provided 
between the first power line and the third power line, 
and 

the first MISFET is controlled to an ON State in the first 
mode and the first MISFET is controlled to an OFF 
state in the second mode. 

4. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 3, wherein: 

the first latch circuit and the logic circuit include a second 
MISFET, 

the second latch circuit includes a third MISFET, and 
an absolute value for a threshold voltage of the third 
MISFET is larger than an absolute value for a threshold 
voltage of the second MISFET. 

5. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 4, wherein: 

an absolute value for a threshold voltage of the first 
MISFET is larger than the threshold voltage of the third 
MISFET. 

6. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 2, wherein: 

a fourth MISFET is provided for connecting the second 
latch circuit with the second power line, and 

the fourth MISFET is turned ON in the first mode and the 
fourth MISFET is turned OFF in the Second mode. 

7. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 6, wherein: 

a fifth MISFET is provided for connecting the second 
latch circuit with the third power line, and 

the fifth MISFET is turned OFF in the first mode and the 
fifth MISFET is turned ON in the second mode. 

8. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 1, wherein: 

the operation voltage Supplied to the second latch circuit 
in the second mode is made lower than the operation 
Voltage Supplied to the second latch circuit in the first 
mode. 

9. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 1, wherein: 

the second latch circuit has a capacitive element. 
10. A semiconductor integrated circuit device comprising: 
a first well of a first conductivity type extending in a first 

direction, 
a second well of a second conductivity type disposed 

adjacent with the first well and extending in the first 
direction, 
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a first power line, disposed at an upper layer for the first 
well, extending in the first direction, for Supplying a 
first potential, 

a second power line, disposed at an upper layer for the 
second well, extending in the first direction and dis 
posed in a layer identical with the first power line, for 
Supplying a second potential, 

a first CMOS circuit including a first MISFET of a second 
conductivity type formed at the first well and a second 
MISFET of a first conductivity type formed at the 
second well, and 

a second CMOS circuit including a third MISFET of a 
second conductivity type formed at the first well and a 
fourth MISFET of a first conductivity type formed at 
the second well, in which: 

a source potential for the first MISFET of the first CMOS 
circuit is Supplied by the first power line, and a source 
potential for the second MISFET of the first CMOS 
circuit is Supplied by the second power line, 

a source potential for the third MISFET of the second 
CMOS circuit is supplied by the first power line, and a 
source potential for the fourth MISFET is supplied by 
the third power line, and 

the third power line is present in the layer identical with 
or below the first power line and the second power line, 
and has a portion in which a difference between a 
resistance thereof and a resistance of the first power 
line or the second power line is smaller than a differ 
ence of a resistance between the first power line and the 
second power line. 

11. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 10, wherein: 

plural first power reinforcing lines are provided which are 
connected with the first power line and which extend in 
a second direction crossing the first direction, 

the first MISFET to fourth MISFET are arranged between 
adjacent first power reinforcing lines among the plural 
first power reinforcing lines, and 

the third power line has a portion extending in the second 
direction. 

12. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 10, wherein: 

plural second power reinforcing lines are provided which 
are connected with the second power line and which 
extend in the second direction crossing the first direc 
tion, 

the first MISFET to fourth MISFET are arranged between 
adjacent second power reinforcing lines among the 
plural second power reinforcing lines, and 

the third power line has a portion extending in the second 
direction. 

13. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 10, wherein: 

the third power line is disposed in parallel with the first 
power line and the second power line. 

14. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 10, wherein: 
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the semiconductor integrated circuit device comprises 
plural flip-flops and plural logic circuits connected to 
output nodes of the plural flip-flops, 

the flip-flops each have a first latch circuit including an 
output node which is connected with the output node of 
the flip-flop, and a second latch circuit including an 
input node which is connected with the output node or 
an input node of the first latch circuit, 

the first latch circuit and the logic circuit are comprised of 
the first CMOS circuit, and 

the second latch circuit is comprised of the second CMOS 
circuit. 

15. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 10, wherein: 

an absolute value for a threshold voltage of the third 
MISFET is larger than an absolute value for a threshold 
voltage of the first MISFET, and 

an absolute value for a threshold voltage of the fourth 
MISFET is larger than an absolute value for a threshold 
voltage of the second MISFET. 

16. A semiconductor integrated circuit device comprising 
a logic circuit block having plural flip-flops and plural logic 
circuits connected with the plural flip-flops and having a first 
operation mode and a second operation mode, and a clock 
generation circuit for generating clock signals to be supplied 
to the logic circuit block, in which the flip-flops each 
comprise: 

a first latch circuit including an output node which is 
connected with an output node of the flip-flop, 

a second latch circuit including an input node which is 
connected with an input node or the output node of the 
first latch circuit and 

a transfer gate disposed between an input node of the 
flip-flop and the input node of the first latch circuit, 

wherein a first operation voltage is Supplied to the first 
latch circuit and the logic circuit and a second operation 
Voltage is Supplied to the second latch circuit, 

wherein the clock generation circuit Supplies clock signals 
to the transfer gate in the first operation mode, 

wherein, when supply of the first operation voltage to the 
first latch circuit and the logic circuit is stopped, the 
second operation voltage is Supplied to the second latch 
circuit and the clock generation circuit stops Supply of 
the clock signal to the transfer gate in the second 
operation mode, 

wherein the transfer gate is turned off for a predetermined 
period upon transition from the second operation mode 
to the first operation mode, after the first operation 
voltage for the first latch circuit of the flip-flop arrives 
at a predetermined level, and before starting the Supply 
of the clock signal to the transfer gate, 

wherein data of the second latch circuit is written back to 
the first latch circuit for the predetermined period of 
time, 

wherein the first operation voltage is supplied from the 
first and second power lines, 
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wherein the second operation Voltage is Supplied from the 
first power line and the third power line, 

wherein the first power line has a first wiring resistance, 
wherein the second power line has a second wiring 

resistance, 
wherein the third power line has a third wiring resistance, 

and 

wherein a difference between the first wiring resistance 
and the third wiring resistance is smaller than a differ 
ence between the first wiring resistance and the second 
wiring resistance. 

17. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 16, wherein: 

a clock inverter Supplied with the second operation power 
is provided between the node of the first latch circuit 
and the input node of the second latch circuit, and 

the clocked inverter is shut off in the second operation 
mode. 

18. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 16, wherein: 

an amount of current Supplied to the second latch circuit 
in the first mode is controlled to be larger than an 
amount of current Supplied to the second latch circuit in 
the second mode. 

19. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 16, wherein: 
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the second operation Voltage in the second mode is made 
lower than the second operation Voltage in the first 
mode. 

20. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 16, wherein 

the second latch circuit has a capacitance element. 
21. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 

to claim 16, wherein: 

the first latch circuit and the logic circuit include a first 
MISFET, 

the second latch circuit includes a second MISFET, and 

an absolute value for a threshold voltage of the second 
MISFET is larger than an absolute value for a threshold 
voltage of the first MISFET. 

22. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according 
to claim 16, wherein: 

a wiring for connecting the input node or the output node 
of the first latch circuit with the input node of the 
second latch circuit has a fourth wiring resistance, and 

the difference between the first wiring resistance or the 
second wiring resistance and the third wiring resistance 
is smaller than a difference between the fourth wiring 
resistance and the third wiring resistance. 


